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NEW:

CVA94 "Video Trackerwm Camera Video Analyzer
The CVA94 "Video Trackerm provides you with:
Digital waveform measurements for fast signal troubleshooting.
Digital vectorscope measurements for easy, error -free color checks.

Quickly And
Accurately Analyze
Camera Video
Signals With Time Saving Digital
Measurements,
Waveform And
Vector Displays,
And Exclusive
Special Tests
Designed For Fast
Camera Servicing
And Alignment!

Special tests to positively identify and localize:
- Power adapter and power supply problems with exclusive "Hum" test.
- Poor picture quality with exclusive "Video Noise" test.
- Chroma circuit problems with exclusive "Chroma Noise" tests.
- Reference oscillator problems with exclusive "Burst Frequency" and
"Frequency Error" tests.
Selectable Video Inputs compatible with both composite and high
resolution Y/C camera outputs.
Scope Trigger Output to save you troubleshooting time. Plus, the new
"Marker Trigger Reference" allows you to signal trace any signal defect to
its source.
Composite and Y/C Outputs match any video monitor input, while the
exclusive integrated "Monitor Marker" positively identifies the signal
measurement.

Extra features to insure profitable servicing:
- Exclusive Beam SaverTM automatically prevents CRT phosphor burns.
- Built-in Cal Signals for measurement confidence.
- Integrated RS232 computer interface for automated testing.

If You'd Like To See How Your Business Will Benefit
From Having A New Camera Video Analyzer Working
For You, Simply Call 1-800-SENCORE 03(x673) Today!
Circle (1 ) on Reply Card

Use the VR940 Video Reference to
complete your camera servicing
package - call for details.

111QCm.)F:t
3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107
Direct (605) 339-0100 Fax (605) 339-0317
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remote receiver on the set must be
powered, even when the set is off.
The standby power circuits provide
the voltage necessary. When these
circuits develop problems, this article can help.

7 Equipping the consumer electron-

ics service center for computer
servicing: Parts 1 and 2
By David Presnell
Although you probably have most of
the tools, test equipment, and knowledge that you need to service personal computers, this two-part article lets you see what else you'll need.
Part 1 deals with learning about

computers, obtaining the equipment
and developing an approach to diagnosis and service. Part 2 covers specific solutions to specific problems.

20 Camcorder servicing
By The ES&T Staff

Based on the Hitachi VM-2400
video camcorder, this feature highlights the functions of some of the

circuits that are unique to camcorders, while emphasizing the
power circuits and also describes
some possible failure modes caused
by problems in the power circuits.
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Editorial
Most consumer electronics servicing
technicians service down to the component level. There are several good reasons
for that. In the early days of consumer
electronics (read radio and TV, and vacuum tubes) products were constructed on
unified chassis. All of the components
and sockets were mounted on the single
chassis and wired to each other with wire
and solder. There were no modules that
could be removed and replaced. If a technician wanted to get a defective product

working again, he had to find the bad

Rethinking
service

component(s) and replace them.
As technology in consumer electronics
advanced, some products were designed
in modular fashion. In some cases with
these products it made sense to exchange
modules to get the product back up and
running. But in many cases, even though
the product was designed to be modular,
and to be repaired by replacing modules,
it was more cost effective to service to the
component level.
For one thing, many of these modules
were very expensive. Service centers felt
that it was wrong of them to charge a customer to replace a several hundred dollar
module when they could use a few tests
to find the defective resistor or transistor
on the printed circuit board. Not only that,
but the cost to maintain an inventory of
modules might severely tax the financial
situation of a small to medium size service center.

For many reasons, including those,
consumer electronics servicing technicians tend to have a mindset that the correct way to service a product is to find the

component or components that have
failed and replace them.

One of the other reasons that technicians prefer to troubleshoot to the component level is the sheer intellectual challenge. For the same types of reasons that

some people do crossword puzzles or
indulge in other mental challenges, technicians just want to demonstrate to them-

selves and others that they can solve a
problem to its most fundamental cause.

Anyone who understands consumer
electronics and the technicians who keep
the products operating, applauds that attitude. It's admirable that these technicians
want very much to exercise their skills,

and at the same time to save their customers and themselves money.
2
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In some areas of consumer electronics

today, however, things are changing;
notably in the area of computers. IBM and

compatible computers are one hundred
percent modular. One of these units is
assembled by piecing together a motherboard, a video card, disk drive controllers,

the disk drives, a printer controller, a
mouse controller, and a power supply
module, among other things.
Because of intense competition among

suppliers, many of these modules are
extremely inexpensive. A power supply
may cost around $60.00. A video card
will typically cost less than $100.00. Even
the motherboard will probably cost just a
few hundred dollars.

Because of these extremely low module prices, in many cases it simply doesn't

make sense to troubleshoot to the component level. How much time can a technician spend troubleshooting, locating a
replacement component and installing
the new component, when the cost of a
replacement for the module is $60.00?
When faced with some of these newer
products, a consumer electronics center
that is steeped in the venerable tradition
of service to the component level, needs
to reevaluate its approach to service, in
order to be sure in every individual case
that it is servicing the product in the most
efficient, cost effective manner.

Keep those articles coming
The editorial in the July 1993 issue

mentioned to readers that we're constantly looking for good solid technical
articles. Many readers responded and we
have recently published articles written
by them. Several of those who sent articles to us in response to that invitation are

now regular authors. Thanks, guys, and
keep them coming. We could use more!
The pace of change in consumer electronics is continuing to accelerate. If you
can provide us with articles that explain
how some of this new technology works,
or how to service it, especially TV and
video, write or call me at P.O. Box 12487,

Overland Park, KS 66282-2487; 913492-4857. I'll get a copy of our writers'
guidelines out to you immediately.

Introducing ECG' Advanced
Chemicals For The Electronic/
Electrical Industries.

An all new line of reliable, precision cleaners,
flux removers, circuit refrigerants and lubricants
formulated with state-of-the-art chemistry
and agents to meet latest federal environmental
protection rules and regulations. At 900 Philips
ECG distributor

Smart
Smart

or call

Choicel!!!
e

1-800-526-9354.
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PHILIPS

ECG Camcorder
& Phone Batteries
Replace 100 Top Brands.

From camcorders and cordless phones to memory backup, we supply replacement rechargeable
batteries. In fact, we carry direct replacements
for over 100 brands and 2400 part numbers, including Panasonic, RCA, Sharp, Sony, Cobra and
Uniden equipment. 900 Philips ECG distributors
have the new cataThe
logs you need, or call
Smart
1800-526-9354.
Choice '..411t,

Philips ECG
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Industry's Largest
Semiconductor Cross
Reference On Disk!

All nine most -used
measurements, by one
multimeter: DM -38!
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INSTANT CROSSTM+ software gives ECG® replace-

ment, description, case style, special notes instantly. Now over 272,000 industry numbers and
4,000 ECG semiconductors. For IBM -PCs and
compatibles with MS-DOS, 640K RA.\I. hard
drive and disk drive.
At 900 Philips ECG dis-

tributor locations or
call 1-800-526-9354

Philips ECG

Smart
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PHILIPS

Ideal for field, lab and shop. Measures capacitance,
frequency, logic, transistor hFE, AC/DC voltage and
current, resistance, semi junctions and continuity
3-3/4 digit with peak hold, 0.5% accuracy.
At 900 Philips ECG
The
distributor locations
Smart
Choice
or call 1-800-526-9354.

Philips ECG

PHILIPS
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News
Satellite from space trade show
The ProShow, a live satellite delivered

audio program for satellite dealers and

electronic technicians, announces its
spring topic line-up. Scheduled dates include: May 1, Tools of the Trade; May 8,
Servicing What You Sell and Selling Your
Service; May 15, Troubleshooting Tricks

and Tips; May 22, InterAssociation Co-

operation; May 29, Service CentersWhen to Farm Out the Work.

Each Sunday night, the ProShow revolves around a particular topic. Often,
the show features interviews from experts

on the topic, but the majority of time is
devoted to callers.
"The topic gives us a starting point, but
it is really the callers who determine the
content of each show," explains ProShow
host Fred deFerbrache. "One caller can
touch off an important or pressing issue

and the rest of the show moves in that
direction. It is really the listener's show.
I just get it started and answer the calls."
The first portion of The ProShow includes a short prepared newscast. This delivers the fast breaking stories that impact
on the satellite and electronics industry.
"The ProShow is a powerful way to get
news and information to the industry. Besides having the immediacy of radio, it
pools the experience of its listeners," commented Dick Glass, the president of SDA
and ETA -I. "In this way, the listeners be-

come the eyes and ears of the industry."

The first ProShow aired on October
18th, 1992. It is produced in conjunction
with the national Satellite Dealers Association and the Electronics Technicians
Association, International by Electronics
Professionals, Inc. It can be heard on the
Omega Radio Network (Galaxy 3, Chan-

nel 17 at 5.8MHz) every Sunday night
from 9:00 pm to 11:00 pm EST. The call in phone number is 219-293-9664. Dealers are encouraged to set up a VCR in their
stores to automatically record the show.

TVs score high in
serviceability inspection
The International Society of Certified
Electronics Technicians (ISCET) has begun conducting inspections of electronic
products that have not been authorized by
4
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the manufacturers of that product.

that, when a computer is turned on, a

In its second ISCET sponsored Serviceability inspection, two televisions
were inspected at the Florida Electronic

"copy" of the operating program is made

Service Convention, January 14, 1994, in

The latest decision was rendered in the
Ninth U.S. circuit court of Appeals in

Jacksonville. The Goldstar Model GCT
2054S scored an 84.48% for a good rating. The Samsung Model TXB 2015/CX
scored 85.29% which just slipped it into
the very good category.
Sets are rated on the criteria of product
identification, back removal, and re -in-

stallation, preparation for and performance of in -home or minor in -shop service, preparation for and performance of
major bench servicing, and service data
considerations. Four other sets were rated

in August at the National Professional
Electronics Convention. All were rated as
fair. Even though these inspections were
not authorized by the manufacturer, some

manufacturers have chosen to purchase
their reports following the inspections.
The Serviceability program is a joint
effort among the manufacturers, the tech-

nicians, and ISCET to improve product
serviceability in the future. A manufacturer can schedule a confidential inspection at his selected site by contacting the
ISCET office.

into the computer's RAM, and that this
violates § 117 of the U.S. Copyright Act.

California.
The case was appealed to the Supreme

Court in 1993 and the application was
accepted. However, the service dealer's
business liability insurance was, effectively, canceled and trials were imminently pending to award damages based upon

the Ninth Circuit Court's decision. Unable to afford the substantial penalties or
the legal fees for the appeal, Peak owner,
Vince Chiechi, was forced to capitulate to
the MAI-offered settlement. In return for
MAI not enforcing a judgement that could
have called for as much as a million dollars, Peak allegedly agreed not to service
or maintain any of MAI's computers and
to not solicit any of MAI's customers for
the repair or maintenance of any peripheral equipment.
With this settlement, the decision of the
Ninth Circuit Court has now become the
law of the Ninth Circuit. However, other
cases based on the same premise are pend-

ing around the country. NESDA and
NIAS officials, who consider the decision

Computer case settled out of court
An independent computer service dealer, unable to afford the expenses of a Supreme Court trial, has agreed to the terms
of a computer manufacturer. Part of the
terms was an agreement to not compete
with that manufacturer for the service of
its products or any peripheral equipment.
Peak Computer Corp., the independent
service company, was sued by MAI Sys-

tems Inc., a computer manufacturer
turned servicer, for alleged violations of
the U.S. Copyright Act. MAI says that the
software that operates its computers is
only licensed to the people who bought

by the Circuit Court to have created an
"intolerable legal situation," are reasonably sure that one or more of these cases
will ultimately reach the Supreme Court.
In the meantime, NESDA is continuing its efforts to establish a legal fund, the
Service Industry Signal (SIS), based upon

voluntary contributions from independent service industry professionals and
supporters. Such a fund would permit
NESDA to (1) file additional Friend of
the Court briefs in the Supreme Court as
needed; (2) promote legislation to aid
independent servicers in obtaining repair
parts and service manuals from appliance,

and own the computers and that only

computer, and consumer electronics

those owners who are licensed may turn
the computer on. They charged that Peak

manufacturers; and (3) possibly render
assistance to a financially strapped inde-

-and any other independent service

pendent that is caught up in a precedent setting case (such as Peak).
NESDA is asking all affected service
dealers and technicians and their associ-

company not approved or licensed by
MAI-may not turn the computer on for
service without breaking the law. They
contend-and two lower courts agreed-
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28, 1994 in Long Beach, CA. The conference will include a combination of twenty-five classroom seminars and hundreds
of hands-on workshops, plus the building
of a demonstration fiber optic cable net-

structure." To allow the mass deployment

Forty-four vendors to sponsor
fiber optic training conference

work as part of the training program for
installers and users of fiber optics.
Fiber optics has become a household
word recently, since its enormous bandwidth makes it ideal for the backbone of
the planned "national information infra-

Nashville, Tennessee in 1993 as a way for

Forty-four vendors of fiber optic prod-

ucts have joined together to sponsor
"Fiber U," the second annual Fiber Optic

Installers' Conference July 25 through

of fiber throughout the country, more
trained installers are needed quickly.
"Fiber U" is the only hands-on training

conference for fiber optics. It began in
vendors of fiber optic products to train a
large number of installers conveniently.
Two hundred attendees came to Nashville
and participated in 18 seminars and 90
hands-on workshops.
At the Long Beach Conference, a complete fiber optic network will be built, us-

ing virtually every type of fiber optic
component, by the attendees as part of
their training. Attendees will be trained on
the network, pulling cables through conduit, splicing and terminating and testing
installed cables in a realistic setting.

The 44 sponsors represent every type

of fiber optic products needed for installing and maintaining any type of network. To make the installation even more
realistic, several networks will be operating on the network during the conference,
including a video surveillance system for
conference security.

For more information on the conference, contact Louise Downing, Conference Coordinator, at Fotec. 800 -50 -FIBER,

Fax 617-241-8616, email 541-0037 @
MCImail.

DSS installations
The Satellite Dealers Association has
learned that the business owned by SDA

B+K Precision introduces five new AC or Battery Powered Frequency Counters,
with bandwidths ranging from 100MHz to 2.4GHz, time base stabilities from 2 to
0.5 parts per million, and introductory prices from $209 to $499.
Model 1803C offers outstanding value for a 100MHz counter and is ideal for
a wide range of applications. Model 1806 adds period and totalize functions for
low frequency applications, while Model 1807 has 1.3GHz bandwidth and an ultra -stable 0.5PPM TCXO time base with an optional accessory antenna. It is ideal
for adjusting RF transmitters to FCC Standards. Model 1856A measures up to
2.4GHz for personal communications service applications.
Get the performance and features you need and pay no more than you have
to, thanks to the intelligent new frequency counters available from B+K Precision!

vtitUk

BK
PRECISIM
MATTE INTERNATIONAL CORP.

Model

Bandwidth

Totalize

Timebase

Price

2PPM

$209

2PPM

$249
$299
$399
$499

Stability
100MHz

6470 W. Cortland Street
Chicago, IL 60635
Phone: 312-889-144.8

New 1806

100MHz

New 1807

1.3GHz

New1823

175MHz

Yes

Yes

2PPM

Fax: 312-794-9740

New 1856A

2.4GHz

Yes

Yes

0.5PPM

Circle (71) on Reply Card if you have immediate need
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Yes

Yes

0.5PPM
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Secretary Greg Woods has been commissioned by Thomson Consumer Electronics
to install the first working Digital Satellite

Systems (DSS). These initial (several
dozen) systems, used in what is called
"beta testing," will provide user information back to Thomson, from actual home
environments. It will also give statistics
vital to ascertaining the total job of
installing the DSS 18 -inch dishes, wiring
and instructing users as to operation.
Technicians employed by "The

Satellite Shop," operated by Woods out
of Whitestown, IN, will be gaining direct
experience in this installation and testing

program. Users being equipped with
some of the initial production of DSS
hardware are primarily V.I.P.s associated

with TCE in the central Indiana area.

Equipping the consumer
electronics service center for
computer servicing
Part 1-Learning about computers, obtaining the equipment and
developing an approach to diagnosis and service.
By David Presnell

Au electronic equipment is subject to
malfunction at any time. This is true of
the IBM computer and its clones, as well
as TVs, VCRs and other consumer electronics products. The rapid growth of the
low-cost computer has resulted in the sale
of millions of these systems over the last

286 CPU
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P8. P9 POWER
CONNECTOR BLOCK

1111
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MATH
COPROCESSOR
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it

sr-

KEYBOARD
5 -PIN DIN PLUG

few years. Many consumers buy their
new computer systems at discount centers, mail-order houses, and other places
that don't specialize in computers. Computer sales have become an add-on product line to department stores, home appliance centers, and hardware stores. These

ROM BACKUP
BATTERY

I
e
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businesses often know little about the
computers they sell.
Computer service for these computers

..
-

is usually offered by a subcontracting
firm, typically offering a one-year on -site
service agreement. Once this service contract has expired, the computer user turns

ROM BIOS
CHIPS

16 -BIT
SLCTF.

to local suppliers for service. The first
stop is usually their favorite consumer
electronics service center. Buyers of the

KO"
S.MM RAM
MODULES

S -BIT

new low-cost computers are often not fa-

SLOTS

miliar with how to use their new computers, much less how to fix many of the
simple problems and conflicts that occur.
This article will look into some of the
many common problems that arise within the computer. It will look at both hardware and software problems and suggest
some simple ways to troubleshoot them.

To get started in computer service as
quickly as possible, it is best, at first, to
swap out defective mother boards, I/O
cards, and power supplies, for working

ones, rather than attempt to diagnose
down to the component level. Actually,
in many cases, because of the low cost of
replacements and the high cost of a technician's time, board or module level serPresnell is owner of an independent computer servicing business and a freelance technical writer

Figure 1. When you take the cover off of a typical IBM compatible computer, (power off of course),
you'll find something that looks like this. This is the mother board.

vice makes sense even for the experiA good addition to your business
Suppose you service TV's and VCR's

placed that fuse and saved your customer
a costly trip out of town.
Why are so many people afraid of computers? Computers are no harder to work
on than any other electronic equipment.

for a living, and one day you receive a call
from a good customer asking you to look
at his computer. You reply "I'm sorry but

easier. Does a sick VCR diagnose itself?
With the proper software, a computer can.

enced technician.

I don't work on computers, and I don't
know anyone around here who does."

In fact, with a little knowledge, they're

Start by learning computer operation
What will you need to know before

Later, you may find out that the problem
was nothing more than a fuse, and that a

adding computer service to your bench?

company 50 miles away charged them
$75.00 to replace it. You could have re-

The best advice I can give here is to obtain
a computer. Buy one, rent one, use one at

May 1994
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CHECK THESE
FOUR DIODES
IF SUPPLY
IS SHORTED
(KEEPS BLOWING FUSES)

SOLDERED4N FUSE

Figure 2. The power supply has a soldered -in fuse that will required a soldering iron for replacement. If the power supply keeps blowing fuses.
check the condition of the four diodes.

the public library, or borrow a friend's.
An IBM compatible XT or AT with a hard
drive will do nicely. It needs to have MSDOS (version 5.0 or above) loaded as the
primary operating system. There is a version 6.0 out, but 5.0 will serve your needs.
Once you have a computer, sit down in

front of it with the MS-DOS manual in
hand and learn DOS. You can never become proficient as a computer service
technician until you learn at least the fundamentals of MS-DOS. In fact, you will
need to understand the basic operation of
a computer, the basic parts of the comput-

er, and DOS before you will obtain any
real benefit from this or any other computer service article. Don't despair, it's easy.

Sit down with your computer operator's manual and learn the basics. Take
the cover off (power off of course) and
explore. Locate the mother board (Figure
1), floppy disk, hard disk, I/O cards, pow-

er cables, keyboard plug, monitor card,
power supply. Locate the fuse coming out
of the back of the power supply, if it has

one there, and any batteries mounted on
the mother board. As with any modern
electronics circuits, use care inside. Before you handle chips or other parts, put
on a static wrist strap. Think before you
act. Common sense will take you a long
8
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way in computer service. And remember,
you cannot take anything regarding computers as an absolute. When I'm absolutely sure, then I'm usually wrong. Keep that
bit of advice in mind as you begin to work
on computers.

The tools of the trade
You probably have most of the hardware and tools you will need to service
computers. I should mention the importance of high quality tools-they're far

bench, keep it trim. I would strongly suggest an isolation transformer for switching -power -supply service. If you plan to
service monitors, you will need a service
bench similar to the one you use for TV
service. With the proper schematics, any
good TV technician can service monitors,
so this article will concentrate on the computer itself. See Table 1 for a complete list

of tools, accessories and test equipment
you should have for personal computer
servicing.

less expensive in the long run. Apart from

the basic hand tools, hex wrenches, and
other goodies, you may need a good dental probe set, and a good pair of medical
quality tweezers. A good U-shaped chip
puller will come in handy for socketed
DIP chips. I carry a portable soldering kit

(butane type) to remove soldered -in
CMOS RAM batteries and fuses in the
field (Figures 1 and 2). They're light and
portable, and you don't have to worry
about static zapping the mother board

Replacement parts
Buy parts only as you need them, especially if you're just starting. You can ac-

quire a fortune in boards and chips that
you'll rarely ever use. If you find some
good suppliers, you can often obtain com-

puter parts overnight for a modest additional shipping fee. You can and will acquire old computers for parts in the beginning. However, it's only fair to charge
used prices for used parts.

from the tip. If you buy a butane -powered

portable soldering iron, get the smallest
tip you can obtain.
In the field, I carry a good DMM with
a continuity beeper, and a 100MHz logic
probe. It's easy to acquire more than you
need, so regarding your computer service
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Servicing software
Your major investment will be in com-

puter servicing software and firmware.
Servicing software consists of diagnostic

programs on floppy disks that will help
you locate the computer's problem(s).

Firmware includes plug-in cards and
chips that will help you diagnose problems when the computer won't boot.
You will need an MS-DOS boot disk
(or system disk) with you. This disk will
often allow you to start up the computer

MINI -TOWER CASE

W
120V LINE

120/220
SWITCH

when there's a problem with the hard
drive that won't allow the computer to

10
MONITOR
POWER
PLUG

boot. Few computer owners can even find
their manual, much less the original DOS
disk that came with the computer. On the
boot disk that you carry with you, you will

also want the following DOS files:
BACKUP, RESTORE, SYS, CHKDSK,
EDIT, QBASIC, HELP, DEBUG, DISK COPY, FORMAT, MIRROR, SETVER,

KEYBOARD
PLUG
GAME
PORT

UNDELETE, UNFORMAT, XCOPY,
and any other DOS files that you think
will assist you in the field.
If you're familiar with DOS, you will
know that the above files are from MSDOS 5.0 and will have to be placed on a
high density 1.2MB floppy in order to fit
them all on. You should also have a boot
disk of the MS-DOS 3.2 (orclose version)

for older XT systems. I carry one boot
disk of each for all four sizes of floppy
disk. You should obtain these operating
systems from the software supplier of
your choice.
You will also need to obtain your diagTable 1
TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
Standard tools
Standard electronic servicing test
equipment
Electrostatic discharge preventative
wrist strap
Dental probes
Tweezers
IC puller
Portable soldering iron
Logic probe
Isolation transformer
Service literature/schematics

SOFTWARE
DOS boot disk (system disk) with other
DOS programs on it
Diagnostic software and firmware
utilities

BOOKS
DOS manual
Operating software manuals
Diagnostic software/firmware manuals

SERIAL
PORT

MOUSE
PORT

PARALLEL
PRINTER
PORTS

MONITOR
PLUG

4

REAR

Figure 3. The back of the computer has provisions for connection to the power line, and all of
the peripherals. If you encounter a dead computer and you determine that there is power at the
plug, check to see if the power cord and monitor cord are plugged in well, and that the 110/220
switch is in the correct position.

nostic software. I use diagnostics from
Landmark Research. See the listing at the
end of this article for addresses. You can

use diagnostic software. These POST
products are basically operating system
independent. With them you can often de-

purchase direct or from many suppliers
such as Jensen Tools. I recommend that
you obtain one of each of the following
types of software programs: XT service
diagnostics; 286 service diagnostics; 386
service diagnostics; 486 service diagnostics; a general diagnostic program, and a
hard disk diagnostic program. Also useful is a program called DOS UTILS from
Ontrack Computer Systems, or a utilities
program from another supplier.
Another type of product I suggest obtaining is a POST reader card, that will
help you diagnose the problem when the
computer fails to boot. Also, you may

termine the problem when a computer
won't boot. The ROM POST chips re-

want to obtain a set of ROM POST (power -on self test) chips for XT, AT -single
chip, and AT double chip ROMs. When
a computer won't boot, it cannot recognize the operating system, thus, it cannot

setup settings to a floppy disk file, and

place the mother boards ROM chips and

produce standard POST codes. From
these codes or beeps, you can look in the
manual and determine the problem area.
You can expect to invest around $2500

for all the diagnostic items mentioned.
You can also try out the many shareware

products (with caution) on the market.
One of those I recommend is IBM AT
Disaster Prevention or a similar product
ava-lable from any good source of shareware. This program and like products will
capture and store the ATs current CMOS
when the need arises, will restore that file
to CMOS RAM. You might try a recog-

nized shareware company such as The
Software Labs (their disk 495).
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Using diagnostic software

the disks will work on both high and low
density drives. Put your originals away in
a safe place.

Before you attempt to use any of the di-

agnostic software and firmware mentioned above, read all the manuals and di-

rections that come with the diagnostics.
Once you've read them, read them again.
As a computer technician, you must understand the tools you're using before you
use them.

When you've read through everything

at least twice, write protect all of your
original disks then make backup copies
of all the disks you've received. You may
even want to make a couple of copies of

each-one for the field, and one for the
bench. Remember to use low density
disks for any programs that will be used
on XTs or PS2 25s. I put anything that will

fit (not all of the programs will) on low
density disks, both 51/4 and 31/2. That way

Next, write protect your copies. This
would include placing the small black
tape tab from your label sheet over the
notch of a 51/4 disk, and sliding open the

tab on a 31/2 disk. Why write protect
them? Imagine picking up a nasty computer virus from a customer's computer
and transferring it to a dozen more computers before someone realizes that you
are the cause of wiping out the data on

their hard disk. Write protecting your
disks protects you and your customers.
Now that you've learned your computer, learned DOS, studied your diagnostics
documentation, made backup disks, and
write protected everything, proceed to sit
down with your diagnostics (both soft and

firm), and learn how to use them. Use
care, and read through your manual as you
proceed at the keyboard.
If you have any data on your hard disk,

I would suggest you back it up before
using any of the diagnostic programs.
Most of them can and will lose your data
if you make mistakes, which is especially likely while you're learning. This will
also be good experience for you. If it's at
all possible, always back up your custom-

er's data before performing potentially
destructive procedures.
Once the hard drive is backed up correctly, you can run all of the diagnostics

many times through until you become
comfortable with them, even to the point
of reformatting the hard disk. I will reference many of these procedures within
this article, but space won't allow for me

Table 2
PROBLEM

POSSIBLE CAUSE

Computer works correctly
except when running a
specific program

Software

Computer operates normally
with floppy disk but
operates incorrectly or
not at all with hard disk

CMOS RAM setup, the hard
disk, or the disk controller
card. If the problem is caused
by the hard disk it may be either
a bad program (such as
COMMAND.COM) on the disk,
a mechanical problem with the
disk, or both.

If the computer boots okay off of the
floppy but will not recognize the
hard disk, then the problem is most
likely a dead CMOS battery if the
computer is an AT. Check the battery
and replace it if necessary, then run
setup.If the computer is an XT, the
problem is most likely a bad controller card.

Computer locks up or gives
error messages during
operation of some programs

Messages such as "not enough
memory" may indicate that
program has used all available
memory, or that extended or
expanded memory managers
are not operating as they should
be (computer is set up wrong).
When small programs are run
and such a message appears in
DOS, the cause may be a bad
memory chip.

Check for bad software or viruses. If
lockups occur randomly within any
program or even when no application
program is running, check for a fault
on the motherboard

Monitor problems

Bad monitor or improper setup

If monitor display was bad immediately
on turn -on, check monitor. If monitor
was good on turn -on, but became wrong
after startup procedure, check startup
file for problem. Set up VGA or possibly
CMOS RAM.

Dead computer at

Bad power supply, bad power
cable, burned/broken foils
on motherboard.

Check visual and audible indications
such as lights, fans, disk drive
operation. Check power supply.
Check power cable connections.
Check outlets. Check motherboard foils

turn -on

10
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SOLUTION
Check setup. Change if necessary. Or
try reinstalling program
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to explain the operation of each function.

Also, if you are going to perform a destructive procedure, such as formatting,
always backup before proceeding.

Diagnostic approach
Computer problems can be divided into
three major categories:

software problems:
hardware problems: and
combined problems.
This article will explore each of these
three areas. Just as with any other service
problem, many are not related to the product at all, but are caused by some exter-

nal problem. We will first look at common problems unrelated to the product.

If you're called out to service a dead
computer, first consider the most likely
cause. Check the outlet to see if it has
power. Follow the power cord to the surge
protector. (If the computer doesn't have a
surge protector then it's your duty to sell
the customer one.) Is the surge protector

light on? Is the breaker tripped (or fuse
blown) on the surge protector? If you're
not sure, test the outlets on the strip with
a meter.

If all is well, continue on to the back of
the computer. Are the power and monitor
cords plugged in securely? Is the 110V/
220V switch in the correct position (Fig-

ure 3)? If the computer has an external
screw -in type fuse, check it. If it's blown,
try a replacement if you have one. If it
blows again, you've already located the
general problem area: the power supply.
If the computer seems to be working,
but the monitor is blank, check the controls in front and rear of the monitor, espe-

customer as much as you can about the

problem and how it occurred. Has the
computer been moved recently. Have new

programs been installed. Has anything
been done differently. I responded to a
service call in which the customer told me
over the phone that he thought his computer had a virus. When I arrived, I questioned him regarding symptoms.
As I began, I noticed that there was an

area of lost data on his hard disk that
crossed several files, mostly on the boot

cially the brightness. You will be sur-

sector of the drive. While I worked he

prised at how many calls you will get for
which the problem is nothing more than
a brightness control turned down.
If the keyboard is not working, turn it
upside down and check the AT/XT switch
if it has one. Make sure the switch is in
the proper position. Also, make sure the
keyboard is plugged in correctly.
At this point, question the customer.
Find out all you can about how the computer was acting before the trouble occurred. Who has been using it?
Did they hear anything unusual, smell
anything, or notice that the computer has
not been working right for several days?

asked me the tell -tale question: "Do you

Just as a doctor asks you "where it
hurts," you must determine from your

disk, (locking out had sectors), then reload his data and programs. All worked

think that dropping the computer could
have caused it?" He informed me that he

had just moved it downstairs and had
dropped it about six steps from the bottom of the stairs. Yes, bouncing computers can cause hard disk problems.

That brings up another point. Many
computer users know little about their
machines. You must treat your customers

with kid gloves if you want repeat business. This customer was very embarrassed to tell me what really happened.
My response was to proceed to recover as
much data as possible, reformat the hard
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off of a floppy disk but refuse to operate
correctly or at all while trying to use the
hard disk? This symptom suggests a prob-

well! He was very happy. He had already

accepted in his mind that the computer
had to be replaced. I kept my opinions to
myself about how to handle a computer.

lem with either the CMOS RAM setup, the
hard disk, or the disk controller card. If the
problem is caused by the hard disk it may

Determining where the problem is
The toughest part of the computer tech-

nician's job is to determine whether the
problem is software (the programs), hard-

ware (the boards, chips, cords, and connectors), or a combination of the two.
You must take your time, and use careful consideration in this process. Here is
where digital theory can be of use. For all
practical purposes, however, I have devised a simple method to determine which

area to concentrate on. The following
questions will help you determine whether software or hardware problems exist,
or a combination of both.

be either a bad program (such as COMMAND.COM) on the disk, a mechanical

monitor, the display card located on the

problem with the disk, or both. If the computer boots okay off of the floppy but will
not recognize the hard disk, then the problem is most likely a dead CMOS battery if
the computer is an AT. Check the battery
and replace it if necessary, then run setup.

chip on the mother board. Improper setup
of a VGA monitor can cause some effects

If the computer is an XT, the problem is
most likely a bad controller card.
Does the computer lock up or give error messages during operation of any pro-

up routine? If the monitor was okay to
start with, but became wrong only after

gram? Messages such as "not enough
memory" may simply indicate that the

up the VGA controller or possibly the

program has used all of the memory that
is available, or that extended or expanded memory managers are not operating as

Does the computer work correctly
except when running a specific program?
If so, this is most likely a software prob-

they should be (computer is set up wrong).

lem. Try re -installing the program that
causes the problem. If you're familiar
with the program, check the setup. The

However, when small programs are run
and such a message appears in DOS, the
cause may be a bad memory chip. Lock-

program may simply be set up incorrectly.

up can be caused by bad software or virus-

Does the computer operate normally

es, but if lockups occur randomly within
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the problem immediate, or did it start only
after the computer had completed its start-

the computer completed the start-up, you
probably have to do nothing more than set
CMOS RAM.

Does the computer seem dead when
turned on? After checking the basics mentioned above (checking power, etc.), look

to see if the power light on the computer
case is working. What about the monitor
power on light? Are all the switches on?
Place a floppy disk in drive A and type A:
then press ENTER. Does the floppy disk
dri ve light up? Can you hear the disk drive
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that may be seen as problems by some.
When you turned the computer on, was

I

Q(DQQo

P. 0. Box 28

mother board, connecting cables, or a

billing.

I

0

any program or even when no application
program is running, suspect a fault on the
motherboard as the most likely cause.
Monitor problems are self evident just
as are common TV problems. However,
monitor problems could be caused by the
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working? Can you hear the power supply

sponds to a given action, your direction

computer with MS-DOS is a powerful

fan working? See Table 2 for a table of
these steps.
Going through these five basic steps
will not fix the computer, but will help

will become more clear. You will also not-

tool within itself. Pressing the right keys
can correct many problems without further assistance.
See the second part of this article, "Spe-

you determine which diagnostic approach to take. The basic idea is to determine what is working and to temporarily
discount that area as the problem area. As

you continue to see what works or re-

ice what does not work or respond as it
should, and this will lead you to place the
correct diagnostic disk in the drive, install
firmware as needed, or take the comput-

cific solutions to specific problems,"

er back to the bench for more advanced study.

below for information on how to diagnose

Many corrective procedures may be ef-

and correct common problems that you

fected with nothing more than typing a
few keys on the keyboard. Remember, a

will encounter in servicing personal computers.

Part 2-Specific solutions to specific problems

tomer has tried to fix it by copying over

If your customer is using a version of
DOS earlier than 5.0, you can probably
forget using DOS to attempt an unformat
or undelete. The first step might be to try

these deleted areas, recovery may be

using a file recovery utility. Insert the util-

hopeless. If they happen to be using MSDOS 5.0 or above, however, then all may
not be lost.
If a hard disk that's using MS-DOS 5.0
or above has been accidentally formatted,
then you can try the following: Boot the
computer with an MS-DOS boot disk in
drive A:. When the customer formatted
the disk, they may have been prompted to
put a blank formatted disk in drive A: to
save DOS's mirror (UNFORMAT) information. If they did so, and have this disk,
by all means use it. Unformat will use the
information on the floppy to recover the
drive. If you have this unformat floppy,
at the A: prompt (with the MS-DOS disk
in drive A:) type UNFORMAT C:. Note:
The floppy you booted from must contain

ities disk in drive A: and invoke the program. From the main menu select the file
recovery utility and follow on -screen in-

the unformat and mirror related commands. See your MS-DOS manual for

tomers a valuable lesson: backup data often.

Part 1 of this article, "Learning about
computers, obtaining the equipment and
developing an approach to diagnosis and
service," which appears on page seven of
this issue, suggests an approach to learn-

tomer has done nothing after such mistakes happen, recovery is often a simple

ing about personal computers and obtaining the equipment and information
necessary to service personal computers.
This second part describes some common
problems you will encounter in servicing
personal computers and suggests an approach to solving these specific problems.

Software problems
Software problems can be some of the
most frustrating problems to correct on a
computer. People will assume that you, as
a computer technician, know all there is
to know about every program they have.
What customers don't realize is that there
are thousands of programs, and no human
could possibly know them all. If you have

time, try to learn all you can about as
many popular programs as you can. All

programs produced by Microsoft are
good programs to learn. Popular programs such as Word Perfect, Lotus 123,
Quicken, MS -Windows, will certainly
cross your path. It would be profitable for
you to learn as much as you can about
these programs.
I will look into various common software related problems and ways to try to

and painless process. However, if the cus-

more information.
If you do not have this unformat floppy disk, then at the A: prompt type UN FORMAT C:/L. This command will try

to unformat the disk using any existing
information in the root directory and file
allocation table (FAT). Follow on -screen
prompts, and think before you press that

correct them. First, let's consider the

enter key. You may be able to recover

problem of "missing data or files on the
hard disk."

most non -fragmented files on the disk.

Restoring missing data
One of the most likely and most frequent causes of missing data is operator
error. It's not unusual for a computer

Undeleting
DOS 5.0 and 6.0 also have a utility
called UNDELETE to be used when a file

data back. Deleted and erased files are

has been accidentally deleted using the
DEL or ERASE command. Check your
DOS manual for instructions on using
UNDELETE. For all practical purposes,
I use DOSUTILS SCAN to attempt re-

another cause of missing data. If the cus-

covery of deleted files as described below.

owner to format the non backed -up hard
disk then call the technician to get their

structions. Although, the file recovery
utility may not recover a formatted disk,
it will recover deleted files in most cases.
There are also utilities available that will
spend hours or even days trying to recover data from a formatted disk, however, I
don't own any of these programs.
Customers should have backed up their
data on a regular basis. They should also

have all of their original programs on
floppies. Thus, if neither unformat or file

recovery works, then proceed to install
their programs back onto the hard disk,
then load any data they may have backed
up. One such incident will teach your cusIf the customer's data is really valuable,
and they have no backup, then you can remove the hard disk and send it to specialty
companies (listed in the back of comput-

er magazines) and have them attempt to
recover the data. Not many of your customers will want to pay the high cost of
such service (around $150 per hour).

Bad programs
Another common cause of missing data
is bad programs. Believe it or not, some
programs have small areas that simply do
not work correctly. That's why software
developers often release X.01 corrected

versions shortly after a new program
comes out. These areas can cause all kinds

of problems. Also, programs can, for
some unknown reason, stop working or be-

gin working in an unpredictable manner.
In these cases, first try re -installing the
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Figure 4. If the computer is dead, turn the power off, remove the cover and locate
the power cables coming out of the power supply going to the boards and drives
of the computer. Use a DMM to check the voltages.

Figure 5. If the computer is dead, but the power supply has a correct +5v output, take a reading off of the yellow +12V line. This reading will normally be just
above or below +12v. If this line proves okay, then check downstream to see
where the power stops.

KEYBOARD CONNECTOR

BLACK GROUND LEADS

P8
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BACKUP
BATTERY

program from the original disk. If the customer does not have the original, but has
an illegal copy, then this may be the prob-

lem. Suggest they obtain a legal copy
from their software supplier. You can al-

ways try the software technical support
line for assistance. This number is usually located on the inside cover of the user's
manual if the customer can find it.

Viruses
Another cause of missing data is virus-

POWER CONNECTED
FROM POWER SUPPLY

program won't start or run correctly. The
most common cause is that the program

CHKDSK showed problems, then if you
type CHKDSK/F, it will try to fix any lost

is set up wrong. You might try looking
through the pull down menus if the pro-

clusters. CHKDSK is limited in that it will
not generally fix cross -linked files.

gram has them. You may find the item that
needs changing. The main menu may also

The simplest way to explain cross linked files is that two programs have

offer ways in which to change or configure the system to work properly. As a last
resort, try re -installing the program from
the original installation disk. This should
get the program back to the default setup
that works best in most cases.

become intertwined. This problem occurs

Cross -linked files/lost clusters
Another cause of software problems is
something called "Cross -linked files and
/or lost clusters." This is often caused by
turning off the computer while programs

Conflicts
Another common cause of programs

in the FAT; and when it occurs, usually
one or all of the involved files may have
to be deleted from the computer, then reloaded if necessary later. At this point, use

a utility program such as DOSUTILS.

es. Although, I think computer viruses
have been overplayed, they do exist. If the

computer acts strange, try running an
anti -virus program. If the operating system is MS-DOS 6.0, you can type MSAV
to start Microsoft Anti -virus. You might
try one of the many anti -virus programs
on the shareware market. Be sure to buy

from a company that guarantees 100%
virus free software.
Keep in mind that missing data is not
always missing. Look through the directories and subdirectories on the hard disk.

You may find the customer's data in a
place you never imagined. One word processor was saving all WP50 data files in
the DOS subdirectory just as it had been

told by the user, but when asked to load
one, WP50 couldn't find the file because
it wasn't where it was supposed to be.
Another common problem is that the
14

are running (abrupt power down). You
can read about this problem in your MSDOS manual. To correct these problems,
DOS provides a tool called CHKDSK.
CHKDSK can do a lot to help maintain
your computer's files. I type CHKDSK at
the C: prompt soon after I sit down at any
computer.

This program will give you information about the size and available space of
both the hard disk and memory. It will also
tell you if there are any cross -linked files

or lost clusters on the disk. When run by
typing CHKDSK, the program will only

show you what it found. However, if
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not running correctly is software or hard-

ware conflicts. Some programs will not
run correctly when terminate -and -stay resident (TSR) programs are running in
the background. To quickly see if a TSR
program is causing the problem, boot the
computer from a system floppy (without
autoexec.bat and config.sys) in drive A.
Then type C: and press enter to get into
the hard disk. Start the program and deter-

mine if the problems still exist. By booting from a clean floppy you can be sure
that no TSR programs are running in the

background. If this doesn't solve the
problem, there may be a hardware conflict or even a true hardware fault.
Full software diagnostics starting with
a program like PC PROBE would be in

order at this point. If all shows up okay,
then begin looking at the root directory
and continue through each subdirectory
looking for files relating to the problem
program. Files have a funny way of getting in the wrong place. Again, you may
try re -installing the software, or check its
setup. It's possible that a conflict exists

between the program and the monitor
(program not setup correctly for the type
monitor being used) or the printer.
Another common problem is trying to
use certain DOS programs from the MS Windows program. When you go to DOS
without shutting Windows down, Windows is still running in the background
(eating up memory). You have shelled out
to DOS. You are not actually at the clean

DOS prompt. Many programs will not
operate properly when started from within another program, or while another program is running in the background.

Hardware problems
Computer hardware problems are not
as common as software problems, but you

can be sure that many of the millions of
personal computers now in use will develop a hardware problem at some point.

ter's ground lead to the metal case of the
power supply, but it's simpler and surer
to attach both to the power connector. Set
your meter to read 5Vdc (or the next level
up). Turn on the computer. If the power
supply is working as it should, you will
get a reading just under or just over +5V,

depending upon the load placed on the
power supply by the other components.
If the power supply shows no output,
then locate the fuse. If it's available externally you should have already checked it
with the meter. Usually, you will have to
remove the power supply cover to check
the fuse. This will usually require you to
remove the power supply from the case.
You may wish to take the computer back

should consider the cost of a new supply
before spending too much time trying to
fix an old one. Typically, supplies will run

from $39.00 to $89.00 depending on the
wattage, size, and whether the supply is
UL listed or not. Always try to obtain a
UL listed supply.

I must emphasize the importance of
checking input power to the supply. If you
had the supply cover off to check the fuse,
set your meter to 120Vac. Using the case
as ground, power up and carefully take a

reading on the line input side of the fuse
(or the 120V line coming into the supply).

If you don't measure an input voltage,
check those cables again. Power cords do
open occasionally.

to your bench at this point. If the fuse is
If the poker supply is producing
blown, replace it with one of the correct
the correct voltages
size and value. Power up the supply. If
If the power supply has a correct +5V
this fuse blows, then the power supply
output, take a reading off of the yellow
will have to be replaced.
You can obtain replacement supplies +12V line. This reading will normally be
and boards from many sources. A num- just above or below +12V. If this line
ber of them are listed at the end of this proves okay, then (power down) locate
article. Be sure to order the correct size the mother board power connectors P8
supply for the case, and the same or high- and P9 (Figure 5). Make sure both of these
er wattage. Different case styles use dif- connectors are seated firmly into the
ferent size supplies. Your supplier will be mother board. These two connectors will
able to help you get the right size. You always be positioned so that the black

Dealing with a dead computer
A common problem is the dead com-
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puter. After checking the power cords to
be sure the computer is getting power, listen for the operation of the fan (if the com-

puter is equipped with one). Also check

Attend
Training?

to see if the power light is working. When

you turn on the switch, listen for a beep
from the computer. If all this indicates a
dead computer, turn the power off, remove the cover and locate the power cables coming out of the power supply go-

Maybe that's why you should!

ing to the boards and drives of the computer.

Do some products burn up most of your time? No one available to

When you look inside the computer,

show you how to attack "real world" failures? It doesn't have to be that

you may find an unused four -socket power connector just lying to the side. If not,

unplug one from one of the floppy disk
drives. If the plug is a small one, off of a
3.5 -inch drive, you can insert a small bare

wire into the socket to hook your meter
to. If you can find a standard four -socket
plug, use it (see Figure 4). The meter's
probes will fit nicely into its holes. Look
for a connector with a red wire, two black

wires, and a yellow wire. Normally the
red wire is +5V, the yellow +12V, and the
black wires are ground.

Take a meter reading from the red
(+5V) to ground. You can attach the me -

way.

The Sony Technicial Development Center, Boston, creates and
presents training custcmized to exactly meet your training needs. We
have trained hundreds of technicians in hands-on practical approaches
to troubleshooting. We also have some unique ways to minimize lost
productivity during training and minimize your training costs.

"..

.

the best practical training in the industry." - Ed Alexis, Owner
Nusonic Radio, Hartsdale, NY

Call the Training Support Manager at 1-617-329-8308

or write - Sony Technician Development Center
390 University Avenue
Westwood, Massachusetts 02090

SONY

Circle (88) on Reply Card

ground lines (usually two or more) on

screen, or beeps from the computer's

power down, then plug in the chip or mod-

each connector are side by side.
On these connectors, most have a red
+5V, yellow +12V, white -5V, (white is 12V on some) and violet or blue -12V.
You can insert a small length of bare wire

speaker, or both. It could mean nothing
more than a loose plug-in card or con-

ule you removed. Also remember to use
a static strap when removing or replacing
chips. While the chip is out, place it on a
conductive surface, such as the conductive foam that static -sensitive ICs come

down each connector (where the wire
from the power supply enters the back of
the connector) you wish to check. Be sure
not to short any two lines together.

Using the logic probe
If all the lines indicate correct voltages,
power down and hook up your logic probe
according to its instructions. I usually operate mine from an independent +5V supply. However, you can connect the black
lead to the power supply case, and the red
lead to +5V at one of the power connectors +5V (red) lines. Use care at this point.
Be sure to use precautions to avoid elec-

trostatic discharge damage before proceeding any further.
Once your probe is working, (you can
test it by touching the tip to any ground
with the power on), locate any DIP chip
on the mother board. Look the chip up in
one of the many reference manuals if you

have one. Locate the Vcc or other +5V
pin and carefully touch the probe tip to
this pin. Never short two pins with the
probe tip. (You can burn tiny foils on the
motherboard.) All you are doing is trying

to determine if any voltage is getting to
the chips.
If you don't have a chip reference, just
probe each pin on the chip. If you light
the probe with some highs and lows, then
some power is getting to this chip. You
can locate and check other chips the same
way, but use care, especially with the sur-

face mount (flat pack) chips. As you're
working, look over the board to see if any-

thing looks out of place. Also look for
burned places on the board, especially
those in close proximity to P8 and P9, the

main power connectors. If power is not
getting to the chips, and the power supply seems ok, you will probably need to
replace the mother board.
Power -on self -test

Many IBM compatibles produce a
POST (power on self test) when first
turned on. This POST performs a basic
diagnostic on the CPU, the RAM memory, the I/O ports, and other hardware.
Although limited, if POST finds a problem, it may produce error codes on the
16

nector or a corrupted CMOS RAM. How-

ever, it could indicate a faulty mother
board. Since POST codes vary widely
from manufacturer to manufacturer, it's
difficult to determine what the beeps or
codes mean. You might look in the back
of the books that came with your diag-

nostic software. They list many POST
codes from many of the most common
manufacturers.
At this point, you've checked all wiring

and connectors and found no shorts.
You've made sure that all plug-in boards
are firmly seated into the mother board.
Plug in a POST reader card (power off)
and follow the manufacturer's directions.
The codes displayed on the card should
show the problem. If not, the next step is
to install the ROM POST chip(s) as outlined in the instruction manual. If either
of these diagnostics indicate the problem
(probably with the mother board), proceed to correct the problem, which is usually a replacement of the mother board,
I/O card, or re -setup of the computer's
CMOS RAM.

Try disconnecting the problem
If a computer is not working correctly,
generally beeping more than twice (maybe pausing then repeating the beeps), and
firmware diagnostics do not find the problem, you might try a crude but effective
procedure that I use occasionally. With
the computer off, unplug one item, then
turn the power back on to see if the beep
remains. Power down, plug the item back
in, then unplug another; then power back
up and listen for the beep. This technique
is both fast and effective.
I power down and start with the hard
disk and floppy disk I/O card(s). Unplug
them from the mother board and listen to
see if the beeps stop or change. If they do,
you may have found the fault. If the beep
continues unchanged, then power down

in or a piece of aluminum foil. Never touch

the pins on any chip while it is removed.

Determining what's in the computer
Most of the other computer hardware
problems will be such that the computer
will boot, but, it will not operate correctly when booted. Many problems related
to hardware can be quickly located using
programs that check the computer and
provide a readout of the computer's composition, and diagnostics. My procedure
is to place a disk with the diagnostic program PC PROBE in drive A: and attempt
to start it from there. Using PC PROBE,
the first thing you want to do is to look at
the system and to see what it is composed
of. Under the Info menu item select "System Info" and proceed to look at the sys-

tem information that the software has
determined. For example, if the diagnostic software shows no hard disk when one
is present, you may have already found
the problem. In this case, an indication of
no hard disk present, the CMOS backup
battery is probably dead or weak.
You might notice less memory indicated than the computer has, thus meaning a
bad RAM chip. You might also notice that
a monochrome monitor is indicated, when

you're looking directly at a super VGA
monitor. If this is the case, the VGA BIOS

chip may require setup, (usually a program located on the hard disk under a sub directory such as TVGA or SVGA or VGA).

Using the diagnostics
If this information does not indicate a
problem, select the diagnostics menu.
You will start with "Select Test Mode,"

Continue this until all plug-in cards have
been checked. This will often lead you to
the problem. You might even try unplugging the ROM chips, RAM chips, or modules, any other plug-in chips, including
the CPU (if a plug-in type).

or similar step, from the diagnostic menu.
When open, this window will allow you
to select single test or batch test. Try the
single test first. Run all of the tests except
the memory test and the drive test. If no
problem shows up, run these tests again.
If no problem shows up this time, run the
memory test.
If after running these tests, no errors are
indicated, then the problem is most likely a hard disk or software problem, or pos-

Remember to power down, unplug,
power up, see if any change occurred,

sibly a CMOS SETUP problem. Run a
good hard disk diagnostic program to

and plug them back in, and unplug the
monitor card. Power up again to test.
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sure many of them will be found easily
with the proper diagnostic software and
firmware tools.

check the hard disk. General diagnostics
are good to locate the problem area, while

diagnostics to run extensive tests on the
hardware. Service diagnostics also con-

specific diagnostics will help pinpoint

tain utilities that will pay for the programs

and correct the problem.
If the hard disk diagnostic indicates that
there are no problems with the disk drives, then I will proceed to run service diagnostics. Each of the service diagnostic

in a short time. Some clone computers

a nice job of setting up such a CMOS

Combined problems
Combined problems occur when both
software and hardware problems exist at
the same time. A hard disk controller card

disks that I use is specific to a specific

RAM. In fact, it can setup some segments

malfunction, for example, could also

CPU. There is a separate disk for an XT,
AT -286, 386, 486, or PS2. These diagnostics are more specific than the gener-

of the CMOS that cannot be setup from
within some of the older on -chip setup
programs at all.

al diagnostic software, more technical,
and generally more powerful. I use these

not locate all problems, but you can be

cause damage to programs loaded on the
hard disk. CMOS RAM setup problems
from a dead CMOS battery is also a combined problem. A crashed hard disk from
dropping the computer could have caused

have a CMOS RAM that is difficult to set
up using the built-in setup program. Service diagnostics has a utility that will do

Software diagnostics and firmware will
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problems. If you have data loss, always
try to recover as much as you can before
proceeding with a full or partial format.
If some hardware problem has written
over some EXE files, try reloading (or re-

severe mechanical damage, as well as file
and data loss.
You should approach the multi -symptom computer with a hardware first, software second approach. Get the hardware
working so you can take a closer look at
the software.
Run your hardware diagnostics as necessary to locate and correct any hardware

installing) them. With a little patience you

can restore the system to optimum performance with minimal loss of data in
most cases.

problems. For example: replace the
CMOS battery; replace the controller

can't really, but you can learn the basics

about computers and DOS, then learn
how and where to locate the advanced information when you need it.
For example, I carry a copy of the MSDOS 5.0 manual as part of my field service kit. I also carry all of the diagnostic

user's manuals that came with my software and firmware diagnostics.
A few of my special customers have
programs such as Word Perfect and Lotus

Putting it all together
Common sense will carry you a long
way in computer service. Learn all you

card; check the hard disk to see if bad
areas can be locked out; and recover any
data or replace the hard disk as the need
may be.
Now that you have any hardware problems working to your satisfaction, proceed to locate and correct any software

can about computers and DOS before you
attempt service. Some could ask how anyone could learn or keep up with comput-

ers or DOS as fast as they change. You

ORGANIZE AND PROTECT YOUR COPIES OF

ES&T
Now there's an easy way to organize and keep copies of your favorite
magazine readily available for future reference.
Designed exclusively for ES&Tby Jesse Jones Industries, these custommade titled cases and binders provide the luxury look that makes them attractive additions to your bookshelf, desk or any location in your home or office.
Each binder/case is covered with durable leather like material in red, title
is hot stamped in gold.
Whether you choose cases or binders, you'll have a storage system that's

123. I have reference manuals on these

programs and others. When the call
comes in that "I can't get WP to print my
envelopes," I proceed to lug my WP reference manual on site. I sit, read, and ex-

periment, until I locate the problem.
Guess what? The next time I encounter
that problem, I don't need the manual.
That's called getting paid to learn.
To date, I've never had a customer complain about my looking it up in the book.
In fact, many will seem amazed when you
pull a 500 -page technical manual out of
your service kit. In the background you
often hear comments like "that guy really knows computers," all because I pulled

out a manual. People are just about as
afraid of books as they are of computers.
On my bench, I have a few spare mother boards, I/O cards, a couple of floppy
disk drives, a spare monitor and card, and

durable and well organized to help protect your valuable copies from

a couple of old hard drives that work.

damage.

These parts are not for sale. I occasionally use them to check and see if my diagnostics were correct. For example, your
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(still mounted in the case) and plug its
connectors (from the controller card and

power supply) to a known good hard

With a little care, you can take a known
working mother board and carefully unplug all necessary connectors and cards

from the suspect mother board (still
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drive did not, then you have truly located
the problem.
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diagnostics indicates that the problem
may be the hard disk. It takes but a few
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mounted in the computer case) and plug
them into the good one to see if everything else is working. If all else fails, just
swap parts until the thing starts working.
As you can see, computer service is just
like all other service jobs. You do whatever is necessary to fix it at the least cost
possible. Computer service can be a profitable addition to your business.

Business Corner

Will Total Quality

Management
work for you
Part eight
I

This is the eighth part in the Business
Corner series on W. Edwards Deming's
Total Quality Management.

TQM Point 8
Drive out fear so that everyone may
work effectively for the organization.
Fear is one of the most destructive of
human emotions. Point 8 of the TQM
philosophy accurately maintains that

ly did intend to return the next day with
the proper fuse.
Unfortunately, as often happens, the
employee didn't go back to the site because of a heavy work schedule and personal plans.

As you might already suspect, the

John Ross

problems existed in his department.
Crossing the informal and formal barriers that exist between supervisors and
employees often allows both parties to
gain an understanding of the roles that
each play. In some instances, managers
or supervisors may want to join their

employees as they work through the

fear causes problems with both quality
and production in the workplace. On the

original intermittent power supply
problem surfaced to start a fire in the
customer's home. Not surprisingly, the
customer sued the service company and
the employee lost his job. The publici-

management side, the notion of "job

ty surrounding the case eventually

type of occasion will provide opportu-

security" may allow a sense of paranoia

forced the company to close its doors.
Among other things, fear turned an easily preventable situation into a horror

nities for both the manager and the

to block the sharing of ideas or infor-

mation. Many employees are often
afraid to ask for instructions regarding
their work, or to say that they need more
resources. Finally, fear of argument or

reprimand often prevents employees
from talking openly about on-the-job
problems.
Several years ago, an employee of a
consumer electronics service company
arrived at a customer site and, after several minutes realized that he didn't have
the parts needed to complete the service

procedure. Already behind schedule
and not wanting to tell his superior that

he hadn't packed the proper parts, he

wrapped aluminum foil around the
blown OEM fuse. After all, he had
already endured a verbal reprimand for
the same type of oversight, and he real Ross is a technical writer and microcomputer consultant
for Ft. Hays State University, Hays. KS.

day. In other instances, managers or supervisors may want to involve their employees in the decisions that affect the

well-being of the organization. Each

employee to build a healthy working
relationship and solid communications.

Unquestionably, ridding the work-

story.

Abolishing fear in the workplace can
and should be an everyday responsibility for management. Several methods
that address both employer and employee fear exist. Certainly, avoiding on-thejob friendships might seem wise in the

context of maintaining distance and
power. However, every employee experiences a wide range of personal prob-

lems that may affect their job experience. For managers and supervisors,
having empathy for the human side of
employees may be the first step toward
better management and to providing
support at the right time.
In the last "Business Corner" article,

place of fear can provide many advantages. From a purely financial point of

view, confident employees are more
productive and efficient. As the "blown

fuse" example shows, fear will often
result in some very tangible costs for
both the employer and the employee.
Obviously, the employee lost his job
while the employer sacrificed money.
The true long-term cost of fear, however. cannot be measured. Fear, caused by
a lack of understanding or closed -minded attitudes, can feed irrational behav-

ior and can breed disloyalty. In the
example, both individuals lost the
respect of their peers and customers.

we saw how a person's position can

Thus the incident teaches a crucial les-

block the type of communication that
every organization needs. The manager in that situation did not realize that

son. While a fearful employee never
stays long, a feared manager is not likely to prosper.
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Camcorder servicing
By The ES&T Staff

For those who are new to camcorder servicing, and for those who have been ser-

vicing camcorders for some time, we'll
start with one basic statement: a camcorder consists of both a camera and a vid-

eocassette recorder. It's easier to understand and service these products if you
can get a picture of the camcorder as a
whole, and appreciate just what a complex product it is. Its electronics and mechanical systems are similar to those that
you'd find in a VCR, and its optics are
like those that you'd find in any camera,
and include the electronics circuitry and
mechanical gadgets that adjust the optics
for such functions as zoom, focus and autofocus. In addition, a camcorder also
contains a small video monitor, called the
electronic viewfinder or EVF, that allows

the user to see exactly what he's capturing on film.
Of course, there is an important subset
of circuitry that a VCR contains that a
camcorder does not: a tuner.

Or, even if they call things by the same
name, the technical literature from different manufacturers may place different
degrees of emphasis on the terms.
For example, in the service manual for
the Hitachi VM-2400, the circuits and
components that are used to convert the
image formed by the camera lens into an
electrical signal and condition it so that it
can be processed by the signal processing

azine article, so here's what this article

circuitry is called the "sensor." Flipping
through the manuals of other manufacturers showed that while some seemed to
call it the sensor, others either did not, or
simply did not employ that terminology.
Another possible source of confusion

will do:

here is that camcorders have, as do VCRs,

It's impossible to do justice to camcorder servicing in a relatively brief mag-

explain the functions of some of the
circuits that are unique to camcorders,

emphasize the power circuits, and
describe some of the possible failure
modes caused by problems in the power
circuits. This article will be based on the
Hitachi VM-2400 video camcorder. See
the Profax schematic diagrams in this issue for the inside story on this camcorder.

The sensor
One of the problems in dealing with
new technology, such as camcorders, is
the difficulty that design engineers have
in coming up with terminology that is descriptive of the functions performed by a
given component or circuit segment. So,
engineers who work for different manufacturers, even within "Japan, Inc.," may
call the same things by different names.
20
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other totally unrelated sensors, which
sense excessive moisture (dew sensor),
the end of tape, and other conditions that
warrant shutting down of the mechanisms.
In this camcorder, the "sensor" is the
image sensor, which primarily consists of
the CCD imager (IC001), the sensor driver (IC005), the pre-process circuits (IC003)
and other support circuitry. All of this cir-

cuitry is located on the sensor PCB.

The CCD
The beginning of the entire process of
recording a scene using a camcorder is the
conversion of a visual (light) image to an
electronic signal. In most consumer cam-

corders, that's accomplished by using a
charge -coupled device array (CCD). A
CCD is a device that outputs an electrical
signal when light falls on it. A typical twodimensional camcorder CCD array may
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be able to generate thousands of pixels
(picture elements).
The picture information signal generated by the CCD is then transmitted to the
pre-process IC where the video signal is
conditioned and separated into the luminance (brightness) and chrominance (color) signals.

These signals are sent to the process
section where they are processed, then
output to the main luminance/chroma
section, then ultimately to the video head
where they are recorded onto the tape.

Troubleshooting the camcorder
In any system as complex as a camcord-

er, there are literally hundreds of things
that can go wrong and cause improper op-

eration. Some of these things may cause
little more than slight misadjustment of
the color, or a little noise in the picture.
Other things may cause the VCR to cease
functioning altogether.

In this article, we will focus on the
power generation and distribution circuits in the camcorder. Here are some
steps to take when you run into a camcorder problem.

Camcorder doesn't operate at all
The circuitry described here may be
found in this month's Profax.
The power for a typical camcorder is
supplied either from a charged battery or
from an external power supply. There is
no power supply circuitry, as such, on a
camcorder. That is, the circuitry that steps

down the ac line voltage rectifies and regulates it. The camcorder is dc only.

on the nomenclature

When the operator is using the camcorder in portable mode, the power comes
from the battery. When the camcorder is

Here are some comments on the cam-

us that the process PC board will be

plugged in, the power is dc from the

corder schematic diagrams that might

adapter. The adapter is where the voltage

help you navigate around the schematics

transformation, rectification and regulation take place.

in this month's Profax while following

Power for the various functions and cir-

Connections among various printed
circuit boards is by means of various

found on page 5-14 of the manufacturer's original document.
In cases where there is some kind of
connector between pc boards, the diagram tells you that. In some cases, the
connector is permanently fastened to
one of the boards and plugs on to the

cuits of the camcorder takes a tortuous
route. The raw B+ comes either from the
battery, via the dc light control pc board,
then via a 2A fuse to the system control
board for distribution, or via the dc input
jack on the system control board, back to
the dc light control board, then via the 2A
fuse back to the system control board.
In addition to appearing on the system

control board, this unregulated 9.6V
(A9.6V) is routed to the switching regulator, where it is used as a source for the
regulator, which produces several regulated voltages which are used as supplies

on the system control PC board, and/or
further distributed to other circuitry within the camcorder.
The switching regulator also develops
the B+ for the capstan and cylinder. This
signal is routed to the main servo printed
circuit board.

From there, the cylinder and capstan
B+ are routed to the capstan motor drive
pc hoard, and the cylinder B+ is routed to
the cylinder motor drive circuits.

The A9.6V is also routed to several
other boards, including the trouble sensor
board, and the process (encoder) circuit
board. From the process (encoder) circuit
board, the A9.6V is, in turn, routed to the

dc -to -dc pc board. Here this voltage is
used as a source of supply to generate all
of the voltages for the camera section: C 8V. C I 5V, C9V and C5V.
When power supply problems occur in
a camcorder, tracking down the problem
and correcting it becomes to some extent

an exercise in following circuit traces,
and detective work.

Tracking down power problems
Based on this analysis, it's possible to
isolate power problems by performing a
little detective work. For example, if the

camcorder has power, and everything
seems to be operating, but when some or
all of the camera functions, such as zoom,

or focus, don't operate. there is likely a
problem with the dc -to -dc converter.

the circuit descriptions in this article.

plugs and connectors. Thus, on the sensor schematic diagram, there's a plug at
the lower left, PG002. The notation just
below the plug says "to Process

(Process) PG102". Below that is notation [P5-14].
All of that information lets us know
that this plug on the sensor printed circuit board is connected to a plug on the
process printed circuit board, and that
the signal from this circuitry is input to
the process circuitry. This PC board, furthermore, plugs directly into the process
PCB without benefit of an intermediate
connector. The notation [P5-14] informs

other board at the other end, and in some
cases there are plugs on both boards and
the connector plugs at both ends.

For example, the dc -to -de converter

board in the VM-2400 has a permanently attached connector CN I DD (the
DD standing for dc -to -dc), which plugs

at the other end into PG107 on the
Process pc board. On the other hand, the

process pc board has a plug PG104
which connects to a plug on the autofocus board, PG06AF (AF for autofocus),

via a connector that plugs into both
plugs, CN201 (CN for connector).

One possibility is that the A9.6V source
voltage is not arriving at the dc -to -dc con-

try tracing the power path. Check to see
if there is A9.6V at pin 4 of the dc con-

of

trol board. If not, is the fuse blown? If

CN1DD. If there is voltage here, one of
the foils on the hoard may be burned or
cracked, or one or more components on

there is power here, check step by step

verter input plug. Check at pin

I

until you reach the inputs of the dc -to -dc
converter and the switching regulator.

the board may be faulty. If there is no volt-

age at this point, trace the A9.6V circuit
hack until you find the point where the
voltage appears.

Divide and conquer
A camcorder is a complex device, but
its circuits are pretty much neatly divid-

If only one of the camera functions is
not operating properly, the problem may
be that the motor that controls that function is defective, or the voltage that controls that function may be absent. Check
the input to the inoperative motor. If the
input is present. check the motor. If the
input is absent, track back to see where it

ed into functions, and the circuitry for

disappears.
Suppose the opposite is true. If the cam-

ing toward the power supply until you

era is totally dead, the main power is either not getting to the camera at all, or is

ing from the power supply and moving

each function is grouped on a single circuit board. The power circuit. on the other
hand, snakes throughout the entire system. In general. troubleshooting of camcorder power circuits is accomplished in

the familiar manner of starting from a
point where the power is absent and mov-

find the point where it is present, or start-

being shortstopped somewhere. If the

down stream until it disappears.
Along the way, it helps if you can read

camcorder is being operated on a battery,

the route maps and signposts that the

the obvious steps here are to check the
battery. operate the camcorder with a different battery, or operate the camcorder

manufacturer has put there for you, such
as plug and connector numbers and cir-

using the ac adaptor.
If the camcorder remains totally dead,

some notes on labeling of the interconnections among printed circuit boards.II

cuit designations. See the sidebar for
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Servicing TV standby circuits
By Homer L. Davidson
in order for remote -control TV sets to be

able to be switched on using the remote
control transmitter, the remote control
receiver at the set must be powered, even

when the set is turned off. The standby

power circuits provide voltage to the
standby circuits when the TV chassis is
turned off. In other words, the standby circuits are on all the time while the TV circuits are off. Occasionally, these circuits
develop problems and must be serviced.
Always use an isolation transformer when
servicing TV standby circuits (Figure 1).
When the TV "on" button on the remote
control transmitter is pressed, the voltage
supplied by the standby power supply ac-

tivates the remote control receiver circuits to enable the chassis to begin operation. When none of the buttons on the
remote unit will operate the TV chassis,
suspect a defective remote control transmitter. Check the remote transmitter with
the IR (infrared) card or remote tester. If
the results of this test are inconclusive,
substitute another remote to see if it will
operate the TV.

If the remote control transmitter appears to be operating normally, suspect
problems within the TV standby circuits.
If the set doesn't respond when you press
the "on/off' button on the remote -control
transmitter, possible causes are a defective standby power source, defective remote control circuits or a dead TV chas-

sis. Determine if the TV chassis is dead
by using the "on/off" button at the set, or
by shunting around the standby circuits.

Standby or TV circuits?
In older remote -control TV sets, the re-

mote -control transmitter actuated an ac
energized relay to provide power -line
voltage to the TV chassis. You may find
dc -operated relays in later standby cir-

cuits. Other standby circuits, as in the
RCA chopper power supply and Sylvania's standby/full power supply enable
the switched mode power supply (SMPS)
to activate the standby transistor circuits
from the chopper or switched mode power transformer.

Figure 1. Check over the TV chassis to locate the remote relay and control circuits. Always use
an isolation transformer when servicing standby TV circuits.

In some cases, the standby circuits are
not included on the TV schematic. You
can, however, easily spot the power relay
of the standby circuits on the TV chassis.
With the TV on the service bench, trace
the switch contact wires back to the power
line to determine which contacts must be

shorted in order to bypass the relay. If
there are only two switched contacts on

the relay, clip a test lead across the
switched contacts to see if ac voltage is
applied to the TV chassis (Figure 2). You
know that there are problems in the standby circuits if bypassing this relay brings
the set to life.
Another method to determine if the TV

chassis is alive is to take a power cord
with alligator clips, connect it across the
bridge -rectifier diodes, and plug that cord
into the power line. Look for the degaussing coil and thermistor in the power -line
circuit. Make sure that the clips are opposite the common ground and B+ voltage
terminals of bridge rectifiers. If the TV
chassis still does not come on, the problem is in the TV chassis, not the standby
circuits. Often the standby transformer is
mounted off of chassis while the standby

circuits may be near or included in the
Davidson is a TV servicing consultant for ES&T.
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Transistor or relay circuits?
In the latest RCA standby circuits, the
chopper transformer is on all the time, and
the secondary winding provides voltage

to the standby circuits via the chopper
output circuits. When the chopper output
transistor is turned on by the regulator IC,
current flows through the primary winding, transferring energy to the secondary
winding of the transformer. This pulsating voltage is rectified by a silicon diode
and supplies 15V source to the 5V stand-

by regulator (Q4601). The 5V standby
voltage is developed at the emitter terminal of Q4601.
In the case of another set, the Sylvania
25/26B1 chassis, the standby power supply is alive anytime the TV set is plugged
in. A standby power transformer supplies
voltage to a transistor -operated dc relay
circuit (Figure 3). A 33V supply provides
voltage to the "on/off' relay. In addition
to the 33V source, a 10.5Vdc source is fed
to the 5V IC regulator (IC303), where the
5V source voltage is developed for use by
the microcomputer, IC302.

The 5V source is applied to pin 28 of
IC302 and when the set is on, a low signal at pin 1 will keep Q471 off allowing
the 10.5V source to forward bias Q472.

closed using an insulated pen or a plastic
rod, should cause the TV chassis to come

REMOTE SOLENOID RELAY

on, if the set is not defective. You may
have to remove the top plastic cover of
the relay in order to do this.

If you measure a voltage across the

JUMOER

solenoid coil, suspect that the coil is open.

CLIP LEAD

You may find both switching and coil
winding terminals on the relay. A quick
continuity measurement with ohmmeter

Figure 2. With the TV chassis on the service bench, bypass the relay by clipping a test lead
across the relay contacts to determine if the TV chassis is functioning.

Relay K476 is energized through Q472
when the transistor is forward biased.

tor and emitter terminals of the mode

A high signal from IC302 pin 1 will turn

168/169 chopper power circuits can be
turned on by placing a jumper across the
buffer transistor (Q4306).

on Q471, taking the supply source to
ground, allowing Q472 to turn off. With
no voltage applied to the relay, the contacts open, removing ac voltage.

switch transistor (Q410). The RCA CTC-

Standby circuit problems
Problems in the standby circuits may

Turn -on methods
Another way to force the chassis to operate, besides clipping around the relay
points, is to clip a wire from pin 1 of the
microcomputer, IC302, to ground (Figure
4). The Sylvania C9 series chassis can be

be caused by dirty relay points or an open

turned on by connecting across the collec-

ductive. Forcing the switch contacts

1C302

winding of the standby transformer.
Because the secondary winding consists
of heavy wire, if there is a heavy overload
or if there are leaky components in the
voltage source or connecting circuits, the
primary winding, which is a lighter gauge
wire, may open. Do not overlook a leaky
transistor or microcomputer IC. Remember, some standby circuits may perform
in cold or hot ground circuits.
Low dc voltage may result from transistor and zener diode regulation. Often

A
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MICROCOMPUTER

relay solenoid coil. Clean up the switch
contacts with a thin piece of cardboard
and cleaning fluid. Fine sandpaper may
be used to clean up tarnished silver contacts, but don't use emery, which is con-

across the coil terminals may indicate an
open winding. Check the standby voltage
source when a relay that checks good will
not energize.
The standby voltage source may be low
or absent causing the remote circuits to
malfunction. Leaky silicon diodes may
blow the main fuse or open the primary

5V FROM IC303
"E STANDBY VOLTAGE 50J/10E
ON: OVDC
OFF. 1 9VDC

POWER OWOFF
RELAY K476

SHUNT PIN I
TO GROUND TO

-

TURN ON IV CHASSIS

120VAC

ON 27VDC
OFF 33VDC

STANDBY

TO MAIN
POWER SUPPLY

D471

TRANSFORMER
T471

C474

10 K'.'

220,.F

120vAC

ode
0471

0472

ON: 1.5VDC
OFF. OVDC

15K11

0474

C477

22011

too .F

2.7KI:

0472
47,.

0473
C04078

1000, F

IC303
5V REG

STANDBY
5V SOURCE

Figure 3. The standby remote circuits within the Sylvania 25/26B1 chassis look like this.
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OFF: 13V
ON: OV
+15V

0410
SWITCH MODE

04306 BUFFER
FROM U3103

OFF: OV
ON: 0.6V

SHUNT COLLECTOR TO
EMITTER WITH TEST CLIP

SHUNT COLLECTOR
TO EMITTER TERMINAL

Al%
SYLVANIA 25/26 81 CHASSIS
SHUNT PIN 1 AND 14 TO
GROUND TO START UP TV CHASSIS

04304

SYLVANIA C9 CHASSIS

ON/OFF SWITCH

RCA CTC168/169

Figure 4. Use one of these methods to start up the Sylvania and RCA chassis with a clip test lead.

Standby voltage source
The standby circuits may consist of a

zener diodes may overheat and become
leaky. Regulator transistors may appear
leaky or become open if the dc standby

voltage source with halfwave or fullwave

voltage is missing. Do not overlook a low -

rectification. The standby power trans-

voltage dc source. Standby voltage test

former provides stepped -down ac voltage

points may be found in some standby circuits. Remember, low or missing standby voltage source will prevent the remote
circuits from operating.

to a halfwave or fullwave bridge circuit
(Figure 5). Standby voltages may energize a relay or provide regulated voltage
to transistor, IC and microcomputer cir-

T101

cuits. Often, the standby voltage is fairly
low, +5V to +12V, to microcomputer or
transistor turn on/off circuits. Relay dc
voltages may operate from 12V to 20V.
Some standby circuits may operate from
a 120Vdc to 150Vdc source in chopper or
SMPS power circuits.
Silicon diode D101 rectifies the 14Vac

voltage to dc and operates relay RL1

3900

D101

t2V SOURCE

101

AC INPUT

330AFT
0104

.011
RL1

0.01 of
D102

POWER
RELAY

0101

RELAY DRIVE
1.5K0
FROM

MICROCOMPUTER Ow

VVVNI

Figure 5. A typical halfwave standby voltage source with standby power transformer and power relay.
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when the microcomputer turns on the
relay driver or switch transistor. C101 and

P61-RL1

R102 provide RC filtering in the 6V
source. Zener diode D104 regulates the
6V source. D102 provides 14V regulation

2

with 8101 (1200). The 14Vdc standby
voltage source applies voltage across the

TO 14V - 16V
SOURCE

1-c
STANDBY
TRANSFORMER

120VAC

0

3

relay solenoid winding with Q101 to
ground. Q101 acts as a turn -on switch or
relay driver when turned on by a microcomputer chip. When Q101 is turned on,
the collector to emitter terminals form a

4

TO RELAY

0

switch to ground, applying the return
voltage to the standby relay.

OPEN PRIMARY
WINDING

General Electric 13BC-2 transformer
In a General Electric 13 -inch portable,
the remote control transmitter would not
turn the TV on. I located the standby relay
and clipped a jumper wire across the relay
points. When the power cord was plugged
in, the TV sound and picture came up at
once. The remote problem was definitely in the standby circuits or in the remote
transmitter.

When the remote transmitter tested
normal, I concluded that the trouble must

be in the TV chassis. After locating the
standby transformer, I found the standby
power supply on the BC interface board.
I measured the voltage at the main filter
capacitor C5 (1000µF). It was zero. A
check of the schematic revealed that all
voltages of the tuner control came from

Figure 6. The remote control would not turn the TV on in a General Electric 1313C-2 portable.
Diagnosis revealed that the primary winding of the standby transformer was open.

the ac voltage was zero. I shut the set

Voltage across the main filter capacitor

(C1604), in the standby circuits, tested
around +20V (Figure 7). This dc voltage
feeds through R1601 to the collector of
the 120V regulator transistor (Q1601).

When I measured the primary winding
with the ohmmeter, this winding was
open (Figure 6). Replacing the standby
transformer solved the problem.

Voltage at the emitter terminal was zero,

with higher than normal voltage at the
collector terminal. Diodes D1605 and
ZD I601 tested normal. Often, when a

No 12V standby voltage:
Sharp 13H44B portable
The remote control would not turn on
a 13 -inch 13H44B Sharp color portable
TV, so I pulled the chassis back to locate

leaky or open voltage regulator is found,
the base diodes appear leaky.
I tested Q1601 in -circuit with the diode
junction test of the DMM. It appeared to
be open. I tested the transistor once again
after removing it from the chassis. It was
defective. I looked up the 2SC1983 regulator in the semiconductor manual and
found that Q1601 could be replaced with

the standby transformer and circuits.
Power transformer T701 is mounted off

terminal strip PE247, supplied by the BC
interface board.
Silicon diodes YO1 and YO3 checked

of the PWB-F board containing the standby power voltage and tuning control cir-

normal according to the diode tester. A
quick test across the diodes showed that

cuits. The primary winding contains pc
wiring REI and RE2 and the secondary

T701

winding ac voltage is found at RE4 and
RE5 of the PWB-F board.

down and made a continuity check of the
secondary transformer windings at RL1
on the interface board. They were good.

R1602

RE4

OPEN
D1601

D1603

1E

R1801
111

+12V

120VAC
17.5V

12V

C1603

1000F

401
RE5

01602

C1604

D1604

01601
12VREG
12.9V

D1805

1r

C1604

T

33,F

ZD160
(10._

CIRCLED OV
MEASURED WHEN
01601 OPEN

Figure 7. The voltage regulator 01601 was found open in the standby 12V source in a Sharp 13H44B TV.
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5V SOURCE mg

4

IC309

I

D304

Ts

C337
330AF

0430
MODE SWITCH
0.03V
T401

OPEN

SWITCHED
MODE
CIRCUIT

FROM
TUNER

IIIII

R441

0.7V

CONTROL

47022

C404
0.039,,F

.ge
L415

R431

10it

0431
STANDBY POWER
SWITCH

R428
122

+1201/

D433

D431

1.1V

R437
47012

123V

123V

0432
STANDBY POWER
SWITCH

1.1V

2.4V

+2.4V
+2.41/

Figure 8. Extremely low voltage at the emitter terminal of 0431 was caused by open coil L415 in the 120V source of the standby power switch
transistor.

a SK3929 universal replacement. After I
installed the replacement transistor, the
12V standby voltage source came up and
the set now operated normally.

standby and full -power circuits like those
found in Sylvania's Switched -Mode
Power Supply (SMPS) circuits. When the

set is plugged into the power receptacle
the SMPS begins running in the standby
mode. This particular set remained inoperative, no matter what button I pressed
on the remote control transmitter.
I began my diagnosis by locating the
switch -mode transistor (Q410), standby
power switch (Q431), and standby power
switch (Q432) in the front center of the

TV chassis (Figure 8). I connected a
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ing entirely. When the standby power

chassis began to operate.
Voltages measured on Q431 were very

supply voltage is extremely low, look out-

different from the specifications. The

Philco 200805: No remote action
This 200805 Philco 20 -inch TV has a

jumper wire across the collector and emit -

ter terminal to turn on the TV set. The

emitter voltage should be rather high, but
was very low. I checked R438 ( 1 0) resistor and D433 and both were normal. The
ac voltage on the anode of D433 was zero,
as was the dc voltage at the cathode terminal. The cause of the problem was an
open coil, L415. L415 couples the ac voltage to the silicon diode from the switched
mode power circuits.

No remote operation in an
RCA CTC166
In an RCA CTC166 chassis the remote
control would not operate the set. The 5V
standby source was very low. In another
CTC166 chassis, the 5V source was miss

May 1994

side the standby voltage sources to find
the overloaded component. The IE pre amp IC (U3401) was found leaky in both
of these cases.

Conclusion
When a TV set that has a remote control fails to respond to commands from
the remote control transmitter, first check

the standby voltage source for low or
missing voltage. Check the diodes, filter
capacitor, voltage regulator transistor and

zener diodes in the standby voltage
source. Look outside the voltage source,
when the voltage is extremely low to find
a leaky component overloading the standby circuits. Locate the standby transformer or relay connected to the standby remote
circuits when a schematic is not available.

Test Your Electronics

Knowledge
TYEK revisited
How much do you remember from
previous TYEKs?
By J.A. Sam Wilson

Figure 2. What does this symbol stand for?

A. step motor
B. shunt-wound motor
C. series -wound motor
D. capacitor start motor
E. synchronous motor
Figure 1. Will the neon lamp in this circuit glow when the switch is opened or closed?

8. Anything you do to increase the gain

of an amplifier will automatically deThe questions in this issue were token
from previous TYEKs.
1. Which of the following is a measure
of power?
A. ergs
B. joules
C. joules per second
D. erg-seconds2

2. The period [T] of a certain pure sine
wave is 0.001 second. Can you find the
second harmonic of this waveform?
3. Regarding the circuit of Figure 1, the

4. Everyone knows that a strain gauge
measures strain. Or, does it? Do not confuse the terms stress and strain. Which of
the following is correct?

A. Stress is the force that produces
strain.

Wilson is the electronics theory consultant for ES&T.

9. The reciprocal of reactance is
A. susceptance.
B. conductance.
C. elastance.
D. impedance.

B. Strain is the force that produces
stress.

5. Is the following statement correct?
The current gain of an emitter follower is
less than one.
A. correct
B. not correct.

neon lamp will glow when the switch
[SW] is
A. opened.
B. closed.
C. Neither choice is correct.

crease its
A. distortion.
B. cost.
C. phase shift.
D. bandwidth.

10. A certain analog meter is rated at
100,0000 per volt. The amount of current required for full-scale deflection is

6. What does the symbol in Figure 2
stand for?

7. Which of the following electric
motors is likely to be damaged if it is oper-

ated without a mechanical load?

A. 100 microamperes.
B. 50 microamperes.
C. 25 microamperes.
D. 10 microamperes.
E. 1 microampere
(Answers on page 62)
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Products
Environmentally -safe spray
cleaner and preservative
Introduced by Caig is an environmen-

Source, a reference to computer system

boards including jumper settings and
BIOS information.
This product provides information for

tally -safe aerosol for its ProGold product
line. ProGold's active ingredients are for-

mulated to clean, lubricate and protect
gold, base metals and other precious
metal connector surfaces without the
need for carrier solvents for dilution or
cleaning surfaces. The spray container
provides short bursts of 100% concen-

trate of the product via a precision
metered valve.

people working in DOS, Novell, Unix,
and Macintosh environments. Functions
include product history, as well as hardware, software, and operating system
information. Hardware information
includes various jumper settings, and
hardware and software interactions.
Software information includes features,
limitations, configuration details, and
hardware and software interactions.
DiskSource, which is also available as
a separate product, contains technical
specifications on more than 3,000 hard
disks, with drive jumper settings on over

1,200 disk drives and 400 controller

The substance is a non-abrasive/noncorrosive formula that conditions gold
connectors, enhancing the conductivity
characteristics to efficiently transmit
electrical signals. It coats the entire connector surface, providing protection from
abrasion (insertion resistance) and wear,

arcing and RFI, tarnishing and atmospheric contamination. Pretreating with
the product will reduce intermittent connection problems, increase transmission
quality and product reliability according
to the company.
The cleaner/preservative is for use on
edge connectors, batteries, interconnect-

cards, plus more than 60 BIOS charts.
SystemSource, available as a separate
product, is a comprehensive collection of
technical information on more than 500
system boards from more than 35 different manufacturers.

If a power disturbance occurs, a latching red LED lights and stays lit until the
user presses reset. At the same time, the
appropriate diagnosis LED also latches
on, indicating suggested actions, such as
installing power conditioning. If power
fails, the monitor stores LED settings for
48 hours.
The product detects wiring errors, sags,
swells, impulses, waveshape faults, high frequency noise, and power failures.
Circle (102) on Reply Card

Isolation transformer
Shape Electronics has announced the
availability of Sentrex isolation transformers, offering protection of electrical

equipment from the harmful effects of
noise, spikes and surges on power lines.
The transformers are lightweight, compact and virtually silent.

Circle (101) on Reply Card

Power monitor
BMI's new 120 PowerSpy power mon-

itor detects wiring errors and all power
disturbances on line -to -neutral and neutral -to -ground voltage. Users plug their

sensitive load into the unit's stacking
plug, then into the outlet. Front panel
LEDs light to indicate power disturbances and diagnosis.

ing cables, plugs, sockets, switches.

Hm0120 PowerSpy- Power Monito
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relays, and other metal surfaces, etc.
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Circle (100) on Reply Card

DOS technical support
An updated release of TechSource for
DOS, a hyper -text database resource published using the Folio Views engine, has

been announced by Ontrack Computer
Systems. Designed for use by technical
support and computer service technicians, the software provides information
about hardware, software, product histo-

ries, field reports, and operating systems-both current and out-of-date ver-

sions-and more. The product now
includes Disk -Source, a hard disk drive
and controller encyclopedia, and System
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Isolation transformers may be used in
any application that is vulnerable to damage from electrical noise on power lines,
Including factory automation equipment,

mini -computers, automated teller machines, laboratory equipment and home
entertainment systems. The transformers
are especially well -suited for generator powered applications since they are not
affected by frequency fluctuations, and
loads with high inrush current such as
laser printers, copiers and motors.
This device acts as a barrier, isolating
equipment from the contaminants of the
power utility, such as spikes and surges.

This "isolation" reduces the electrical
(Continued on page 41)
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(from page 28)

noise and virtually eliminates the noise
on the ground, stopping "ground loop"
currents and improving the overall oper-

extender probes, alligator clips, and five -

ation and reliability of the equipment
being protected. A built-in solid-state

flexible strain relief, 440 strands of wire
and silicone insulation. They are softer

MOV device offers additional electrical
surge suppression.

yet impervious to hot soldering iron
burns. Kits are offered with straight
retractable shrouded banana plugs or

Circle (103) on Reply Card

way telephone clips. The leads are
designed for long term reliability with

right angle fixed shrouded banana plugs.

Modular test lead kits

Circle (104) on Reply Card

The 9100 series kits from Probe Master
are available with up to 25 different mod-

Air -power spray bottle replaces
conventional aerosols
Tech Spray, Inc. has introduced The

ular plug-in accessories, such as sprung
hooks, pincer hooks, wire piercing hooks,

Spritzer, a new air -power spray bottle that

provides an environmentally conscious
alternative to conventional aerosols.
The refillable, reusable spray bottle
uses only compressed air as a propellant.
After filling The Spritzer with liquid and
replacing the lid, a simple pump built into

the base of the polypropylene bottle is
used to pressurize the unit.
In addition to the environmental advantage, customers can save money by buy-

Time Motion Tools

"not -in -kind" cleaning alternatives.
Circle (105) on Reply Card

mot

Quality Field Service Tools and Tool Kits for the
Electronic Professional
Your Ole Complete Source for AU Quality Tool Kits.
Telecommunications and Voice & Data Equipment. LAN
Equipment. Ccmputer Accessories. Lighting & Magnificction.
Test & Measurement Equipment. Shipping Containers and
Main nonce & Repair Tool Requirements.

ing liquid solvents in bulk. The durable
unit will replace the use of more than 500
aerosol cans.
The Spritzer uses no harmful chemical
propellants and its use has the potential
of reducing waste. The dispenser also
complies with EPA recommendations for

of t

If you're groping
for a better method of
running your business, let
NESDA light your way with

Professional Electronics magazine,
only one of many enlightening benefits
available to members of NESDA, the
association of electronics sales and service
dealers. For more information about NESDA,
and a sample issue of the magazine,
just mail the following to NESDA:
Name

Business
Address
State

City

Zip_
Phone

gib. d Elactreinics Soles

NESDA
Service Deeleva Ansaceiterri

Call or Fax Us Todau for Your FREE Catalog
Phone [900] 779-8170 of [619] 679-0303 Fax [800] 779-8171
12778 koNonn[er Place Pomo CR 92064

2708 W. Berry St.
Ft. Worth, TX 76109
(817) 921-9061

Circle (91) on Reply Card
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* * * SHOWCASE OF TOOLS & TOOLCASES * * *
Every type of work requires a set of
tools. The artist, the craftsperson, the
technician, the mechanic; each profession needs an assortment of tools
that is specifically designed to assist
in getting the job done thoroughly, efficiently, neatly.
The consumer electronics service
technician requires an extensive and
varied assortment of tools to perform
the operations required to gain
access to the operating components
of the product being serviced.

To begin with, the technician may
need some screwdrivers, nutdrivers,
wrenches, pliers, etc., simply to get
the back or cover off of the product.
Once inside the product, the technician may still need the same tools,
along with some additional tools, to

disassemble the chassis further to
gain access to test points and suspected portions of the circuitry.
Once the technician has diagnosed
the problems, he will need tools such

as IC pullers, soldering/desoldering
tools, common hand tools, etc., to
remove the failed component(s) or
module(s) and to install the replacement parts.

Many of the common hand tools
can be used in servicing a broad variety of consumer electronics products,

but many specific products require
specific tools in order that servicing
may be completed quickly by the technician and efficiently.
For TV work, for example, the list of

special tools may include an assortment of nonferrous alignment tools.
The tape transport of a VCR requires
several specialized tools for adjustment. If you're going to be servicing
personal computers, you'll probably
want to have IC insertion and extraction tools, Torx fastener drivers, and
a keycap puller for the keyboard.
Depending upon what specific
products you'll be servicing, you may
need, or wish you had, specialized
soldering/desoldering tools and tips.

Tool kits/cases
When it comes to assembling a tool
case so that you can get as much work
done on site as you possibly can, the
42

problem of selecting tools becomes
even more critical than the selection
of tools for the service center. You
want to have every tool on hand that
you might possibly need, but not a single tool that you'll never use. After all,

there's no point in lugging around
excess weight. You want every tool in
its place so you don't forget anything
when you go out to make the call, and

especially when you leave the site.
You want your toolcase to be lightweight, but rugged.

Assembling a set of tools
So how do you decide what you'll
need in the way of tools, and how do
you find out about those useful spe-

cial tools without which you might
have more difficulty getting the job
done, or possibly even damage the
very product that you're trying to
restore to operation?
A very good way to determine what

tools you'll need to get a particular
product serviced is to study the service manual for that product, if you can

obtain one. Usually good service literature provides a list of special tools
that the service technician will need
to complete service on the product.
Another way to assemble the array
of tools you'll need is to consult with
a colleague who is already servicing
similar products.
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One of the best ways to be sure that

you have the right tool at hand is to

consult an established, reputable
vendor of tools and/or tool cases.
These companies deal with service
technicians and service managers
every day, and in most cases offer a
kit of tools, or several variations, for
each specific type of service.
Thus, if you plan to service person-

al computers, for example, these
companies will have available several tool kit selections, depending how
deeply you want to get into it, and how
extensive your tool selection is

already. The same is true for copier
service, telecommunications service,
or service of other products.

Check out the showcase
A number of tool and tool case ven-

dors are featured in this issue. The
space that they have been given in
addition to their ads has allowed them

to tell readers a little about themselves and the products and services
they offer.

If you're in the market for tools,
toolkits or toolcases to expand the line

of products you'll be servicing, shop
around in our showcase and see if you

find what you're looking for. If you
don't see it, ask: that is, check the
appropriate number on the reader
service card.

* * * SHOWCASE OF TOOLS & TOOLCASES * * *

RS Electronics
34443 Schoolcraft
Livonia, MI 48150
Phone: 313-525-1155
800-366-7750
Fax: 313-525-1184
tories at our three regional warehouses, available for immediate delivery.

We are a broad line distributor with
depth and breadth of product in ALL
major categories.

The RS Electronics line of tools
and tool cases
Our line of tools and cases includes:

Cooper Tools
Bonney
Diamond
Erem
Ungar
Utica
Xcelite

GC Thorsen
Greenlee Tools

Founded in 1929, RS Electronics
ranks as one of the top electronics distributors in the U.S. We offer electron-

ic components and test equipment
from more than 200 manufacturers.
Our company constantly strives to
achieve a high quality of service in sup-

plying products to a wide variety of
maintenance and service organizations-from small independent service

centers to the service divisions of
America's largest companies. We
have compiled an enviable record.
In spite of this success, RS has not
forgotten that companies that maintain

3M
Paladin
Platt

ers, wire and heat shrink tubing,

Convenient locations

switches and resistors; all in stock and
available for immediate delivery.

ten cities in the U.S. (see advertise-

To maintain our high standards of

ment on the inside back cover for loca-

service and our high standing with our
customers, we work tirelessly to iden-

tions) open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., RS

tify customer needs and to respond

quickly and accurately. Our dedicated

with effective solutions. Flexibility and

Fax order lines are operational 24

creativity are the hallmarks of RS

can't always buy their supplies in large

Electronics.
RS Electronics offers a broad range
of services that is unique in the indus-

quantities. At RS, you can buy what

try, from simple off -the -shelf ship-

you need at reasonable prices, even if
you only need a few items.

ments to full strategic partnerships.
At a time when many distribjtors are

and service electronics equipment

Ideal
Leviton

ing tools from Weller, Ungar and OK
Industries; chemicals and cleaning
supplies from Techspray; hand tools
from Diamond, Ungar, Utica, Wire Wrap and Xcelite; fuses, circuit break-

reducing their product lines as an

With fully -stocked branch offices in

Electronics is able to deliver orders

hours a day, seven days a week, 365

days a year. If your order is placed
before 4 p.m., in more than 99% of
cases we are able to ship stock items
the same day.

Have a look at our catalog
To receive a copy of the latest RS
Electronics catalog to see the many
ways in which we can fill your electronic products needs, contact your

Our product line
The RS Electronics product line
includes oscilloscopes, DMM's and

economy measure, RS Electronics is,

test probes from Tektronix, Fluke, B&K

of customers. We supply millions of
components from over 200 product

closest RS branch office, or check the

lines. RS maintains substantial inven-

Service card in this issue.

and Leader; diagnostic circuit testers
from Huntron; soldering and desolder-

in contrast, continuing to expand its
product line in order to meet the needs

appropriate number on the Reader
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Tentel
4475 Golden Foothill Pky.
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
Phone: 916-939-4005
800-538-6894
Fax: 916-939-4114

lems. When a customer brings in a VCR
for service, the entire tape transport system should be checked.
Since many components in the transport are subject to wear during its use,
once the immediate cause of the problem
has been corrected, you should perform
a thorough check of the other mechanical
components to be sure that they too are
in proper operating condition.

trusion gauge, etc., all of the tests and
adjustments can be performed in just a
few minutes.

If you merely correct the immediate

A thorough test and adjustment will

problem and return the VCR to its owner

allow the service center to do it right the
first time, and possibly collect a little more
money for performing all the work that
should be done anyway, plus you'll avoid

A VCR contains rubber belts, wheels,
idlers, gears, brakes and tension bands

without a thorough check, there's an

that are there to maintain the proper

ical components will soon either fail or
cause erratic operation. The result of all

torques and tape tensions during the various loading, play, rewind, fast forward,

ments are specified in the service manuals of every manufacturer. You may also
find it valuable to check the video head
wear to see how many more hours of life
the VCR owner can expect from them.
With the proper tools: torque, back tension gauge, reference plane, head pro-

increasing risk that one or more mechan-

disappointing the customer and avoid

this is a disgruntled and possibly lost customer, and either a callback that wastes
time or, even worse, the customer tosses
the VCR in his closet and purchases a new

those dreaded callbacks.
And how much does it cost for all the
required mechanical test tools? More than
or less than other necessary test equip-

ment, such as a good scope? Actually

position, and are stressed. Contaminants

one, carefully selecting a different VCR
manufacturer. (It's the same for cars, if
you get a "lemon" and the dealer can't fix

and oxygen, in the air, cause many of

it

these parts to age and break down even
without use.

change to a different manufacturer)!
That's why every VCR service should
include a check, and adjustment if necessary, of tape guide heights, holdback

and stop modes. All of these, plus the
actual video head tips are subject to normal wear.
Every time the consumer plays a tape,

these components stretch, wear, shift

By the time a VCR requires service,
several of these components are probably out of tolerance. Nine out of ten (90%)
VCRs brought in for service have
rather than electronic, prob-

properly, the customer will typically

tape tension, and numerous torques
(including FF, REW, brakes and restoring
torques). All of these checks and adjust-

much less than! $1100 to $1700 will buy
all of the mechanical test tools you need
to perform all of the mechanical tests and

adjustments shown in factory service
manuals. The time you save in servicing
VCRs more efficiently, performing higher
quality repairs, and in avoiding the high
cost of callbacks will easily pay for these
products; providing the best VCR repair
value for their hard-earned money.

VCR REPAIR?? Do It Smarter!
If you aren't familiar with the Speed and Problem solving ability
of the FOUR different TENTEL gauges - It's Time to Call...

EVERY VCR WILL suffer from MECHANICAL PROBLEMS!
TAPE EATING, EDGE DAMAGE, and VIDEO signal problems.
TENTEL offers the WORLD's MOST Powerful, easy to use TEST
equipment for All Brands and Models of VCR's. Over 60,000 users
wonder how non -users can do without these essential gauges.
Universal gauges for tape tension, guide heights, torques, video head
wear, reel table heights, and other critical mechanical tests.
Ask about the 36 month LEASE TO OWN program that puts
the power and problem solving ability of these UNIVERSAL gauges
into your shop for about $15 per week, or about the cost of ONE extra
VCR repair per month. EVERY VCR service manual shows a method of performing these critical
tests which cause the majority of VCR problems. STOP guessing and wasting valuable service time
by continuing to perform TRIAL and ERROR VCR repairs. The RIGHT tools will make any job easier
to do; these ARE the RIGHT tools for VCR repair!

If you aren't using TENTEL test equipment YET, You're in for a pleasant "surprise".
Call TODAY for details and more info.
"IF YOU KNEW HOW GOOD TENTEL GAUGES ARE, YOU'D ALREADY HAVE THEM!"

K1 TE La 4475 GOLDEN FOOTHILL PKWY. 800-538-6894 / 916-939-4005
EL DORADO HILLS, CA 95762
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Jensen Tools
7815 South 46th Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85044-5399
Phone: 800-426-1194
Fax: 800-366-9662
Jensen Tools Inc. is a major catacases, test equipment and other prod-

Jensen continuously seeks to
increase its product lines and enlarge
its customer base in order to develop

ucts to electronics technicians and
communications service personnel.

and offer specialized tools and tool
kits for any and all applications and

Jensen publishes and distributes full color catalogs several times a year to

disciplines.
Jensen is a value-added distributor

customers and prospects in all fifty

with an enviable reputation for cus-

states, Canada and overseas.

tomer service. In addition to a full

log supplier of tools, tool kits and

All leading brands of meters and
other test equipment can be found in
Jensen catalogs. In addition to standard hand and power tools, there are
specialized and hard -to -find items,
some of which are available only from
Jensen. Jensen brand tools carry a
lifetime guarantee.

range of quality, Jensen -engineered
tool kits for state-of-the-art computer,

telecom, and communications field
service, Jensen offers custom kit and

custom case design services, free
technical support, a full satisfaction
guarantee and free shipping to any
location in the United States. For

more information and a tree catalog,
call 800-426-1194 or Fax your request
to 800-366-9662.

The Leading Supplier of Tool Kits for the Electronics Industry is also

Your Best Source for Major Brands
of Electronic Test Equipment & Tools
Electronic Test Equipment & Tools
You'll find all the leading brand names and the equipment you need here. You'll
find meters, oscilloscopes, other test equipment, wire, cable, cri rapers, strippers,
connectors, static control devices, solder/des ldering tools, power and hand :ool'
- from major manufacturers such as Fluke, Tektronix, AMP, Xce ite, Weller,
Harris-Dracon, Beckman, Diamond, 3M. All these and many more!

1

Jensen Tool Kits & Cases
You'll find electronic tool kits for any purpose and any budget. Every Jensen
Catalog has a wide variety of kits & cases for technicians, field engineers, lab
personnel. We also have a wide selection of shipping containers and cases o. all
shapes and sizes.

But you can't find it if you don't ,have it!
Send for your FREE Jensen Catalog Today!

vcu.11

Shipping
Guarantee
"Tools
Of.N.irne
Brand
en5en
Deliver,'
Prompt
Support

-k Free
-Or

JENSEN TOOLS INC.

Benefits..
find these

*

*Technical

7815 South 46TH Street, Phoenix, AZ 85044

Phone: 800-426-1194 or FAX: 800-366-9662
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Platt Luggage

To order an off -the -shelf solution to

your case requirement, simply call
Platt Luggage in Chicago, IL at 800222-1555 for the name and number
of your local representative, a copy of
the newest catalog, and your nearest
Platt Authorized distributor.
Consultations on custom designs
are handled exclusively through the
Design and Engineering Department

4051 W. 51st St.
Chicago, IL 60632
Phone: 312-838-2000
800-222-1555
Fax: 312-838-2010
Platt Luggage, an industry leader

exact dimensions of any piece of

for over 70 years, is expanding its line
of cases for business and industry to

equipment, or to satisfy any on the job
requirements.

at the Chicago headquarters. After initial specification review, Platt will give
you an exact price on prototyping, and

From vacuum formed to injection

an estimate of full production includ-

molded cases to sewn soft -sided zipper bags to ATA shipping cases there

ing delivery date. Imprinting or silk

meet the growing needs of its customers. Platt incorporates rapid prototyping techniques, modern production facilities, and the most durable
materials with fine craftsmanship to
produce business cases which outlast the competition.

From custom orders to full line
items, Platt Luggage has always been
at the forefront of industry innovation.
Case interiors, as well as exteriors,
can be custom modified to meet the

New Porter
by Watt

is

nothing Platt can't do. Having

designed cases to hold a vast array
of products, including: service tools,
instrumentation, electronic components, computers, circuit boards, and
telecommunications equipment, Platt
demonstrates its capabilities through

customer satisfaction and repeat

representative. Platt manufactures
every case for maximum durability,
ultimate longevity, and the utmost in

business.

appearance.

Cases®

Wheeled case easily converts to
hand truck
ABS rugged vacuum molded case
Large 4" wheels
42" telescopic handle
200 lb. capacity in hand
truck configuration
3 different interior
designs to fit your needs!

For your nearest authorized distributor
call 1-800-222-1555

The new Porter Case' from Platt Luggage is an
innovative concept in product protection, and
portability. The Porter Case is not only an incredibly
strong and durable business case: it also converts into
a hand truck with a two hundred pound capacity.
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screening of corporate logos on custom case orders is also available at a
nominal charge.
If you are in need of a custom case
solution, or a single unit to fill a specific need, call your Authorized Platt
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DEN -ON has also developed a

DEN -ON INSTRUMENTS
(U.S.A.), INC.

NEW SMD REWORK STATION SD -

2000 using one hot-air nozzle that
quickly moves along the X and Y axes

repeatedly and can be set for different sizes of SMD components without
changing heads for other size com-

2580 Corporate Place, F-103
Monterey Park, CA 91754
Phone: 213-266-5960
800-397-5960
Fax: 213-266-5963
DEN -ON INSTRUMENTS (U.S.A.),

INC., manufacturer of high -quality
desoldering and soldering equipment
is located in Monterey Park, California
near downtown Los Angeles, and is a
100% owned subsidiary of DEN -ON
INSTRUMENTS Co., LTD. (Japan).

Customer service is DEN -ON's
number one priority.

DEN -ON INSTRUMENTS is the
inventor of the first truly 100% portable
desoldering tool (SC -5000) that was
introduced in the U.S.A. in 1988 and
upgraded to the SC -7000. This desol-

ponents.
DEN -ON also manufactures high -

quality soldering stations and a soldering iron analyzer (KC -1) that
checks for MIL -Specs. One of the stations is microprocessor controlled

dering unit is unique because it does
not require any hoses like bench top

(SS -8000) and others are designed
for tine -Pitch soldering (SS -8100,

units. All components are housed
within the hand piece; motor, vacuum

SS -8200). Another unique tool is an

pump, and heater. This unit also has
the capability to be a hot air gun just
by switching a lever. The SC -7000 is

9000) that solders on glass, ceramic,
aluminum, and stainless steel.

small in size, and high in performance.
This unit has the same amount of vac-

strong distributor network throughout
the United States and also an
International network that services 42
countries worldwide.
Call our toll -free number, 800-3975960, to find out who your local distributor is.

uum if not MORE than other desoldering systems. Perfect for use on
Through Hole or SMD components
with the NEWLY RELEASED SD -KIT
and SMD ATTACHMENT HEADS.

Ultrasonic Soldering Station (US DEN -ON INSTRUMENTS has a

DEN -ON

INSTRUMENTS (USA), INC.
New Products
for 1994

SC7000 with SMD attachment

SD Kit for SC7000 & SC5000

SD2000 Rework Station

FOR A FREE TRIAL OF THE SC 7000

Call 800-397-5960

24 hr FAX line 213-266-5963

2580 Corporate Place, F-103, Monterey Park, CA 91754
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Books
The Illustrated Dictionary of Elec-

The MIDI Buying Guide, By Donald
P. Kozak, Electronic Music Products &
Publications, 240 pages, free to educators, $5 to general public.
The MID! Buying Guide has been designed to help computer -MIDI musicians, music educators, professionals,
performers, parents, music students, and

Troubleshooting and Repairing Notebook, Palmtop, and Pen Computers: A

now in its sixth edition-with updated
definitions and enhanced illustrations

home users find high -quality, MIDI -relat-

from front to back.
No matter what the level of skill-stu-

puters, robotics, lasers, TV, radio, IC tech-

MIDI Buying Guide are product descriptions with graphic -illustrations of MIDI
software and hardware, educational
MIDI -products, keyboards/sound modules, unusual musical devices, equipment
reference books and MIDI interface hardware. Hundreds of products are featured

ground floor of this burgeoning market.
From test equipment and tools to techniques, this hands-on guide provides in-

nology, digital and analog electronics,
audio and video, power supplies, and fi-

that are compatible with most personal
computers, including: IBM/compatible,

beroptic communications.
Terms are defined clearly and precisely.
with as little technical jargon as possible.

Windows, Macintosh, Amiga, Atari,
Commodore 64/128, Apple He, IIGS,

tronics, By Stan Gibilisco, TAB Books,
768 pages, 664 illus., $28.95 paper.
The Illustrated Dictionary of Electron-

has definitions, abbreviations, acronyms, illustrations, schematics, diaics

grams, and conversion tables for the
electronics professional. This reference is

dent, hobbyist, engineer, or technicianthis dictionary covers a broad spectrum
of informational needs. Gibilisco thoroughly covers the terminology of com-

TAB Books, McGraw-Hill, Inc.. Blue Ridge
Summit. PA 17294-0850

HDTV: High -Definition Television,

2nd Edition, By Stan Prentiss, TAB
Books, 336 pages, 131 illus., $16.95
paper, $30.00 hardcover.
As the Federal Communications Commission prepares to choose a standard
high -definition television system for the
U.S. market, HDTV continues to advance
both technologically and legislatively towards full acceptance in North America.
HDTV. High -Definition Television, 2nd
Edition addresses the full spectrum of issues surrounding high -definition televi-

ed products. Included in this extensive

Laptop, Powerbook, and the newest Intel
and PowerPC-based computers.
Throughout the buying guide, nearly
every premier software and MIDI manufacturer has products featured or listedincluding add-on sound card and products
for expansion into the exciting world of
multimedia. This buying guide is free to
educators but a $5.00 refundable fee to all
others is charged.
In addition, the guide includes MIDI
hardware and software for older computer systems and curriculum references for
school districts that desire MIDI -instructional products for: older Mac's, Apple II's,
GS, Comodore 64/128. and DOS systems.
Sound Management Publications
Peabody. MA 01961

sion, giving readers a look at the latest
technical and legislative aspects of high definition television.
A member of the FCC panel of experts

evaluating the various HDTV systems.
Stan Prentiss is able to bring to this new
edition the most current information on
competing transmission and receiving
systems under development, their advantages and disadvantages, and the methods

being used to produce them. He also includes updated information on the ATSC
test laboratory and test procedures, FCC
and congressional regulation of HDTV
research and development, industry standards for HDTV, and experimental HDTV
instrumentation and technological variants.
TAB Books, McGraw-Hill, Blue Ridge
Summit, PA 17294-0850
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Handbook of Power Signatures,
BMI, 290 pages, $35.00 paper.
The second edition of the Handbook of
Power Signatures includes identifying
features, cause, symptoms, and solutions
for the most common power disturbances

printed by the 4800 PowerScope, 8800

PowerScope, and the 8010 PQNode
power monitors.
The book's 290 pages include updated
and expanded information on simultaneous voltage and current monitoring, har-

monics analysis, power quality surveying, safety practices, report writing, new
tables, frequently used equations, a glossary, and a recommended reading list.
BMI , 3250 Jay Street, Santa Clara, CA 95054
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Technician's Guide, By Stephen J.
Bigelow, Windcrest, 352 pages, 260
illus., $24.95 paper, $34.95 hardcover.
Devoted entirely to portable computers, this book is an on-the-job companion
for anyone interested in getting in on the

formation needed to build a successful ca-

reer troubleshooting and repairing these
special computers.
With the aid of many helpful illustrations, the book takes readers step by step
through procedures such as s afely assembling and disassembling small computers
and making delicate PC board repairs.
There's also in-depth instruction on diagnosing and repairing:
Floppy drives, hard drives, and memory card drives
Keyboards, pen digitizers, mice, joysticks, and more

Peripherals
Power supply problems
Faulty LCD and Plasma displays
Interface circuits
Loaded with useful features, this man-

ual also includes an informative list of
computers, parts, and information sources:
and a time -saving appendix summarizing
problems and solutions.
Windcrest, TAB Books/McGraw Hill. Blue
Ridge Summit. PA 17294-0850

The Programmer's Guide to the
Amibios, By American Megatrends,
Inc., Windcrest, 464 pages, 100 illus.,
$32.95 paper, $43.95 hardcover.
American Megatrends, Inc., manufacturers of AMIBIOS, has now created a
comprehensive programmer's guide of
information on this software. This guide
not only describes all standard ISA and
EISA system BIOS functions, but
includes complete documentation of the

new PCMCIA Socket Services, Advanced Power Management (APM), and
Peripheral Component Interconnect
(PCI) BIOS functions.
McGraw HillfrAB Books, Blue Ridge
Summit, PA 17294-0850

Photofact
PHOTOFACT
These Photofact folders for TV receivers
and other equipment have been released by
Howard W. Sams & Co. for May 1994.

GE
VG7500
9-7450 (sim. to)

VCR -252
VCR -252

HITACHI
C732
CY33
CY35
M1CLXU
27AX4B
31DX21B
31GX31B
31KX39K

3316
3316
3316
3316
3316
3316
3316
3316

JCPENNEY
K-50MZ70
2509 (LP)
855-9486 (LP)
685-2509-00 (LP)

3324
3324
3324
3324

MAGNAVOX
HD1321C4

3320
3320
3320
3320
3320
3320
3320
3320

RR1333C401
RR1333C403
RR1333C404
RR1338C101
RR1338C104
RR1340W4
RR1342C404

RR1350C402
RR1350C403
RS1966B421
RS1972C421
XR1333C401
XR1333C404
XR1342C4
13Y401
19Y402

3320
3320
3322
3322
3320
3320
3320
3320
3322

PANASONIC
ADP223
CT-13R1R

3325
3325

PHILIPS
MR2121
20R200C401
20R200C402
20Y100
20Y102

3327
3327
3327
3327
3327

QUASAR
AEDC226
AMDC223
QC-14T15J
QC-29SX15J
SXF2715J
TP1315HJ
TP1315J
YAEDC226
YAMDC223

3315
3318
3318
3315
3315
3318
3318
3315
3318

RCA
E1320OWNFO3

3323
3323

E13201WNC03

E13201WNFO3
E13203BKF04
E13320SEC04
E13320SEF04
E13321KWC04
E13321KWF04
E13322BTF04
TX82TB
TX82TC
TX82XB
TX825TC
TX825UC
VPT200
VR250
X1310 IGSCO3
X13101GSF03

3323
3321
3321
3321
3321
3321
3321
3323
3323
3323
3321
3321
VCR -252
VCR -252
3323
3323

SAMSUNG
K52MDI
TC7100S
TXB3115/CX
VR-2410 (sim. to)
VR-2610 (sim. to)

3314
3314
3314
VCR -252
VCR -252

SEARS
CTC I77BF
274.42798390

3317
3317

SHARP
20E -S300
20E -S4900

3326
3326

ZENITH
SL2767S

3319

Call Howard W. Sams & Company Today
for the Latest Books from PROMPT® Publications!
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From the Creators
of the
Semiconductor
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New and Updated!

New!

Semiconductor Cross
Reference Book
Howard W. Sams & Company

This is the most comprehensive guide to
semiconductor replacement data.

ISBN#: 0-7906-1050-7

New!

The IC Cross Reference Book

$24.95

Howard W. Sams & Company
This cross reference guide is designed to help
you find replacements or substitutions for more
than 35,000 ICs or modules.

ISBN #: 0-7906-1049-3

$19.95

Mark Waller's

Harmonics
The essential guide to understanding all of
the issues and areas of concern surrounding harmonics.
ISBN #: 0-7906-1048-5
$24.95

To order, call or FAX our customer service representatives toll free. Order today!
Howard W Sams & Company
PROMPT.
PHONE: 800-428-7267 FAX: 800-552-3910
Be sure to ask for your Free PROMPT® catalog!
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What Do You Know About Electronics?

More about capacitor time
constants and the GROL
By J.A. Sam Wilson

I have always said that the good part of
teaching was the exchanges I had with the
best students. They have taught me much.
When I got careless they let me know, and

when I presented them with valuable information they let me know about that too.

I miss that exchange, but I do get much
of the same thing by writing this column.
A good example is the letter I got this
week from Phillip J. Andres IV who makes
Wheaton, IL his home. Here is his letter:

Dear Mr. Wilson,
1 have always enjoyed your quizes and

columns, but today 1 have to speak out
about your hidden puzzle on page 55 of
the December '93 ES&T
Of course, we all know that when cur
Figure 1. This time constant circuit permits the capacitor to be charged or discharged, depending on the position of the multi -position switch.

Wilson is the electronics theory consultant for ES&T.
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Figure 2. You can use this system of coordinate axes to plot the charge or discharge of ar RC circuit.
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sion between two parallel wires carrying
current to define an amount of current.
Later, the unit of current was named the

TABLE 1
V
Step 1: Voltage of the previous step:
V
Step 2: Subtract the voltage in Step 1 from 100:
V
Step 3: Multiply the voltage in Step 2 by 0.632:
V
Step 4: Add the voltage in Step 3 to the voltage in Step 1:
Step 5: Enter the value on the graph and in legend for a charging capacitor

Ampere in his honor.
So much for writing things I thought I
remembered, I'll look it up next time.
I still say there is an invention lurking
in that

Example-

been done before.

To plot the point on the second time constant line after the point on the first time
constant line has been plotted:

TABLE 1
Step 1: Voltage of the previous step:
63.2V
Step 2: Subtract the voltage in Step 1 from 100:
36.8V
23.3V
Step 3: Multiply the voltage in Step 2 by 0.632:
Step 4: Add the voltage in Step 3 to the voltage in Step 1:
86.5V
Step 5: Enter the value on the graph and in legend for a charging capacitor

The GROL exam is the new FCC exam

graph.

(0. 100)

Confucius Says (or, people says Confucius says): He who makes too many mistakes does nothing, but, he who makes no
mistakes also does nothing.

A piecewise approach to GROL
time -constant problems

Table 1. This is a step-by-step procedure to find the time -constant points on the RC charging

100

subject-something that hasn't

(5. 100

that is used to replace the previous first
and second class licenses. GROL stands
for General Radio Operator License.
So far, we have looked at the solution
of time constant problems using a mathematical approach and a graphical approach. Now we will extend the graphi-

cal approach so that you don't need a
universal time constant curve. Part of the
method in this issue makes it possible to
easily solve all of the time constant problems in the FCC GROL exam.
The graphical method of solving time
constant problems discussed previously
required a universal time constant curve
as a starting point. But, what to do if you
can't lay your hands on a universal time
constant curve?
The answer is that you can construct the
curves by using some very easy calculations. It is easier if you have a calculator
that can handle addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division.
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Figure 3. Connecting the points that you have plotted on the charging time -constant coordinate
axes with straight lines gives this piecewise curve.

rent flows in the same direction in parallel conductors, the conductors will be attracted to each other, not repelled. It was
the attraction of the strands to each other
which reduced the flexibility. The effect
would occur without the sheath.
Just wanted you to know I was paying
attention.
Phil Andres

Many thanks for your letter Phil (and,
to everyone else who caught that error but
forgot to write to me about it)!

You are absolutely right! I was in a
hurry and put down something I thought
I knew without checking.

Historically, this fact came up when
Mr. Ampere set out to define current measurement. He used the attraction or repul-

Refer to Figure 2. It is the coordinate
pair that you will use to plot a piecewise
time constant curve. The horizontal axis
is used for time constants and the vertical
axis represents the applied voltage, or the
percent value of the applied dc voltage.
For convenience we can say the vertical
axis is marked for 100V. However, it can
also represent 100% of any voltage.
Start the simple graphical procedure by
constructing coordinates shown in Figure

2. It doesn't make any difference what
space you use for the marks as long as
they are evenly spaced on the two coordinates. There is no relationship between
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Figure 4. The complete charging/discharging curves for the RC time -constant circuit of Figure 1 look like this.

the sizes of vertical and horizontal spaces.
You know that at the start of the charg-

point (1,63.2) has been marked on Figure 2.

For practical applications the capacitor
is considered to be fully charged at five

ing cycle (T = 0) the voltage across the

time constants. So, (5,100) has been

capacitor is OV. That point (0,0) has been
marked on the graph (Figure 2).

Remember that the capacitor is not
charged at the start. When the switch is
turned to potition 'B' capacitor (C) begins
to charge through resistor 'R'. It has been
shown that at the end of one time constant
the voltage across the charging capacitor
will be 63.2% of the applied voltage. That
is the same as 63.2V on our graph. That

Charging
Voltage, or
% of full
voltage

marked on the graph.
At the start of the discharge period the
voltage across the capacitor is considered
to be 100V. Point (0,100) has been marked
on the graph.

It has been shown that voltage across
the discharging capacitor will drop to
36.8% of the original full -charge voltage
in one time constant. That point, (1,36.8)

TABLE 2
Time

Time

Time

Time

Time

Constant

Constant

Constant

Constant

Constant

Value

Value

Value

1

2

3

Value
4

Value
5

63.2

86.5

95

98

100

Discharging
Voltage. or 36.8
% of full

is marked on the graph of Figure 2.

At the end of five time constants the
voltage (for practical purposes) has
dropped to OV. The point (5,0) has been
marked on the graph.

So far there have been six points
marked on the coordinates in Figure 2.
We now continue with the construction
of the charging time -constant curve. At
one time constant the voltage across the
capacitor is 63.2V. Subtract that from 100
and you get 36.8V. That is the remaining
voltage at one time constant. The capacitor will charge 63.2% of that remaining
voltage during the next interval: 0.632 x
36.8V = 23.3V.
That is how many volts the capacitor
will charge during the period between the
first and second time constant. Then add
that voltage to the 63.2V at the first time
constant:

63.2V + 23.3V = 86.5V
So, at the second time constant the volt13.5

5

2

0

age across the capacitor is 86.5V. Mark
that value on the graph and enter it into
the legend shown on the graph.

Table 2. Performing all of the calculations for the first five time constants for charging and

In order to simplify the problem of finding the points on the charging graph, a step-

discharging of the RC time constant circuit of Figure 1 yields these data.

by-step procedure is given in Table I.
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Continue to determine the remaining time

constant values. Enter the values on the
coordinates of Figure 2 and in the legend.

voltage on each time constant line until
you have marked the five lines.
Connect the dots with straight lines and

Connect the dots on the graph with

you have the piecewise time constant

straight lines. That gives you the piece wise -charging time -constant curve. At
this point, your graph looks like the one

curve for the discharging capacitor. Your
graph now looks like the one in Figure 4.
Be sure to complete the data in the legend as shown in Figure 4.

in Figure 3 and the complete data is shown
in the legend.

Making the discharge curve
When the switch in Figure 1 is turned

to position C, the capacitor discharges
through the resistor.
To mark the points on the graph for the
piecewise discharge curve all you have to

do is subtract the point marked on the
graph for the charge curve from 100. That
gives you the point for each time constant.
For example, the point marked for the
first time constant is 63.2V. Subtract that

value from the full voltage of 100V and
you get 36.8V. Mark that point on the first

time constant line. It is the first point on
the discharge curve.
For the second time constant line note

that the point on the charging curve is
86.5V. Subtract that voltage from 100V
and you get 13.5V. That voltage has been
marked on the discharging time constant

line and also entered into the legend of
Figure 4.
Continue that procedure and mark the

If you are one of those lucky people

GROL exam! Here are three questions
and their solutions. The questions are
copied word-for-word from the pool of
questions used by the FCC.
1. After two time constants, the capacitor in an RC circuit is charged to what
percentage of the power supply voltage?
Answer-From Table 2 the answer is

with a flair for drawing you can add cur-

86.5%.

vature between the dots on the graph. That

2. What is the time constant of a circuit
having a 100µF capacitor in series with a

will bring you closer to the actual time
constant curve.
By choosing 100V as the supply volt-

age, the graphs we have made can be
marked in percent along the left edge. So,
the 63.2V mark is at 63.2% of the maxi-

mum supply voltage, the 86.5V mark is
at the 86.5% mark, etc.
Solving FCC time -constant
(GROL) problems
Now direct your attention to Table 2. It
is a compilation of all data in the legend.
It gives the percent of full voltage for each
time constant.
So what? Every time constant problem

in the GROL exam is for the voltage at

470k0 resistor?
Answer-You don't need the table for
this one, but, you do need to be able to
calculate time constants to solve some of
the problems in the GROL exam.
T = RC = 470 x 103x 100x 10-6 = 47
seconds.

3. How long does it take for an initial
charge of 800Vdc to decrease to 294Vdc
in a 450pF capacitor when a IMO resistor is connected across it?

Answer-First, find the time for one
time constant.

T = RC = 1 x 106 x 450 x 10-6=
450 seconds.

some exact value of time constant as

Note that 294/800 = 0.3675 = 36.8%.

shown in the table.
If you followed the instructions for get-

ting the points in the legends you can

That is the value for the first time constant
on the discharge curve. Therefore, the capacitor will discharge from 800V to 294V

answer any time constant problem in the

in one time constant, or, 450 seconds.
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Video Corner

Understanding the CRT numbering system
By The ES&T Staff
Based on Sencore Tech Tip 145

It's not absolutely essential to be familiar with component numbering systems,
but it can help reduce errors in ordering
of a replacement part. This brief article
explains the numbering systems on CRTs
both before and since the introduction of
the Worldwide Type Designation System
(WTDS).
Most CRTs are registered according to
some kind of industry standard. These
standards define certain characteristics of
the tube. Since April 1, 1982, these standards have been combined into a single
worldwide standard. Before that date, several non -universal standards were used.

Old standards
CRTs manufactured before April 1,
1982 were registered differently in the
United States, Japan and Europe. In general, the registration number broke down
into three parts.

19

/1\

diagonal

having the same screen size. The final part
of the CRT designation indicates the type
of phosphor used. Black and white video
CRTs use a P4 designation for American

listings or a B4 listing for Japanese listings, while color CRTs use a P22 (American) or B22 (Japanese) listing. Computer
CRTs or scope CRTs may use some other
type of phosphor, and will have a different number following the "P" or "B." But,
as you see, the "P" or "B" is not part of
the tube designation.
Some CRTs have listings that do not
have a "P" or "B" ending. The most common non-standard ending is "TCOI" or
TCO2." These CRTs always have bonded
yokes (or some other component) perma-

nently attached to the CRT neck. The
"TC__" ending simply indicates the type
of yoke plug the CRT uses to connect to
the chassis. The CRT is identical to one
54

CRT type

Figure 1. Before April

itor tubes. A second group of symbols is
a two -digit number that defines the minimum diagonal view. This measurement
is always listed in centimeters (1 inch =
2.54 centimeters).
The next group of symbols consists of
three letters that designate a family code

phosphor type

for the CRT. Tubes within a particular

1982, the number
used to identify picture tubes was different in
the United States, Europe and Japan. Here is
the number from an American CRT from that
vintage. The first two digits identifies the diagonal picture size, the second set of characters
designates the CRT type and the third set of
characters designates the phosphor type.
1

with a "P22" or "B22" ending. For exam-

ple, a 15VAETC01 is identical to a
15VAEP22.

The first part of the old -type CRT num-

ber is a series of digits which signify the
minimum diagonal viewing measure of
the CRT. For American tubes, this size is
in inches. Thus a 19VACP22 would have
a viewing diagonal measure of 19 inches. Japanese tubes have this distance in
millimeters.
The next part of the CRT number consists of one to four letters which designate
a particular CRT within a group of CRTs

symbol is always a single letter; either an
A for picture tubes or an M for video mon-

P22

VAC

WTDS standard
Since April 1, 1982, a new system for
categorizing and numbering CRTs has

been in use. This system is officially
called Worldwide Type Designation System (WTDS) for picture tubes and monitor tubes. Until the adoption of this system, American, Japanese and European
tube manufacturers had all numbered

their tubes differently. This led to confusion and incomplete or inaccurate information. The WTDS number was an effort
to simplify and unify CRT designations.

The WTDS number consists of six
groups of symbols. The first symbol de-

fines the application of the tube. This

family have specific mechanical and electrical characteristics. These letters are as-

signed alphabetically beginning with
AAA followed by AAB, AAC, etc.

One or two digits follow the family
code. These digits indicate a specific
member within a particular family. A different member number would be assigned
to tubes within the same family that have
different neck diameters, for example. A

single digit member symbol indicates a
monochrome tube while a two -digit number indicates a color tube.
Following the one or two digit member
symbol is the phosphor type designation.
Color picture tubes are designated by the
single letter X, while color monitor tubes
may have some other single letter desig-

nation. Monochrome picture tubes are
designated by the two letters WW. Other
monochrome tubes, such as video monitors, have a different specific two -letter
code to designate the phosphor type.
Some tubes contain integral neck com-

ponents, such as bonded yokes. These
tubes have a sixth group of symbols assigned to them. A two -digit number is
used to define the characteristics of these
integral neck components.

A62AAA0OX

Application

62
Diagonal

(picture)

(in CM)

A

AAA

Family

00
Member

X

Phosphor
(color)

Figure 2. When the Worldwide Type Designation System (WTDS) was introduced in April of
1982, CRTs from all over the world were identified with the same six groups of symbols. One of
the changes for U.S. manufacturers is that the diagonal size was now expressed in millimeters.
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Computer Corner

A local bus primer
By John Kull
Throughout the history of the personal
computer, hardware and software have
played catch up with the advancing microprocessor technology. Computer bus
speed has been one area in need of enhancement. A new technology called "lo-
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upgrade to come along in the computer
industry in a long time.
For the Windows or graphics based
program user, local bus can mean faster

The expansion bus
The expansion bus provides the pathway to system memory, control and pow-
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screen drawing and data transfer than was

previously possible. If you are not familiar with local bus technology, this article
will provide some background information on current computer bus technology
and explain what local bus technology is
and what it can offer in terms of increased
performance.
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Figure 1. Eight -bit connector and sixteen -bit extension connector.
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er. The original IBM PC used an 8 -bit data
bus and a 20 -bit address bus that ran at
the system clock speed of 4.77MHz. Connection to the bus was made via a 62 -pin,

lommilkWite 11 -2-at

1111111.411`

'

0.1 -inch edge card connector (Table 1).
As the PC evolved, the AT class was intro-

duced. It contained an 80286 microprocessor with a 16 -bit data bus and a 24 -bit
address bus that operated at a clock speed
of 6MHz (Table 2). The larger address and
data buses required an additional 36 -pin
connector that mounted behind the existing 62 -pin connector (Figure 1).

With the introduction of the 80386 microprocessor, the clock speeds increased
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Figure 2. The Micro Channel Architecture of the IBM computers features this new style edge
connector with 0.05 -inch pin spacing.

from 8MHz to 16MHz and the data and
address buses increased to 32 bits. It became obvious that the bus standard was
in need of an overhaul. At this point in PC
history, IBM and the compatible industry
chose separate paths in their development
of a new bus standard.
IBM developed a new protocol that was
incompatible with the original standard it
had developed. The new technology was
Kull is a medical electronics technician at the St. Louis
Regional Medical Center.

called MCA, or Micro Channel Architecture. It used a new style edge card connec-

tor with a 0.05 -inch pin spacing (Figure

2). The design specification of MCA
allowed bus speeds as high as 33MHz.

as ISA, for Industry Standard Architecture and the new technology was called
"EISA," for Enhanced Industry Standard
Architecture. EISA used a double -height
connector with two rows of contacts. The
top row was for ISA signals and the bot-

The EISA bus
The compatible industry decided to

tom row carried the EISA signals. An

make their new standard compatible with
the existing technology. The old standard

top row of connectors and access the bottom row.
EISA provided access to the 32 -bit ad -

developed by IBM was then referred to

EISA card was designed to slip past the
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A2
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A10

Get Started with
CQ's New Video Library!

Getting Started in Packet Radio
This video will help de -mystify the exciting but

sometimes confusing world of packet radio.
Learn how to get started using your computer on
the radio. Included are step-by-step instructions
on making packet contacts and using packet bulletin boards, networks and satellites.
Order No. VPAC.. $19.95

Getting Started in Ham Radio
This is a fast -paced video introduction to the
fascinating world of ham radio. CQ's experts
show how to select equipment and antennas;
which bands to use; how to use repeater stations

for improved VHF coverage; the importance
ofgrounding and the basics of soldering. How to
get the most out of your station, whether it's home -

based, mobile or handheld.
Order No. VHR

TABLE I

519.95

This introduction to Amateur Radio is an excel-

lent complement to the Ham Radio Horizons
book. Enjoy seeing all aspects of ham radio rang-

ing from what it takes (and costs) to get started
to how you can get your ham license. Designed

for the general public, HRH is ideal for public
events, presentations to community groups and
as an opening to your club's licensing courses!
There's no better way to introduce someone to
ham radio.
$19.95
Order No. VHOR

For Fastest Service
Order Toll -Free

I/0
I/O
I/O

SDI
SDO

SA19

A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18

SAI8
SA17
SA16
SA15
SA 14
SA 13
SA 12
SA I I
SA 10

AI9
A20
\21
\22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A27
A28
A29

SA9
SA8
SA7
SA6
SA5
SA4
SA3
SA2

A30

SAI

A31

SAO

B2
B3
B4

Ham Radio Horizons: The Video

I/O

Al2

B1

You'll see hams work rare DX around the world.
If you're new to DXing, this video is for you! All
this valuable information may well give you the
competitive edge you need to master the exciting world of DXing.
Order No. VDX
$19.95

1/0

I/O CHRDY
AEN

Getting Started in Amateur Satellites

Top DXers share their experience with equipment, antennas, operating skills, and QSLing.

vo

SD7
SD6
SD5
SD4
SD3
SD2

All

Learn with this video how veteran operators set
up their satellite stations. Find out how to locate
and track ham satellites with ease. Watch operators access current satellites and contact far
ranging countries around the world. This video is
filled with easy to understand advice and tips that
can't be found anywhere else
Order No. VSAT
S19.95

Getting Started in DXing

I/0

Signal
I/O CHK

GND

0

135

B6
B7
B8
B9

BIO

BII
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B17
B18
B19
B20

0
0
I/O
I/O

0

GND
SMEMW
SMEMR
IOW
IOR

DACK3

0

DRQ3
DACK I
DRQ I
DACKO

I/O

CLK

1

0

B2I
B22
B23
B24
B25
B26
B27
B28
B29
B30

RESET
+5V
IRQ2/9
+5V
DRQ2
-12V
OWS
+12V

IRQ7
IRQ6
1

1

1

O
O

B3I

IRQS

IRQ4
IRQ3
DACK2
T/C

ALE
+5V
OSC

GND

Signal Description
I/O CHANNEL CHECK
DATA BIT 7
DATA BIT 6
DATA BIT 5
DATA BIT 4
DATA BIT 3
DATA BIT 2

DATA BIT I
DATA BIT 0
I/O CHANNEL READY
ADDRESS ENABLE
ADDRESS BIT 19
ADDRESS BIT 18
ADDRESS BIT 17
ADDRESS BIT 16
ADDRESS BIT 15
ADDRESS BIT 14
ADDRESS BIT 13
ADDRESS BIT 12
ADDRESS BIT I I
ADDRESS BIT 10
ADDRESS BIT 9
ADDRESS BIT 8
ADDRESS BIT 7
ADDRESS BIT 6
ADDRESS BIT 5
ADDRESS BIT 4
ADDRESS BIT 3
ADDRESS BIT 2
ADDRESS BIT I
ADDRESS BIT 0
GROUND
SET DRIVER
+ 5 VOLTS
INTERRUPT REQUEST 2/9
+5 VOLTS
DATA REQUEST 2
-12 VOLTS
CARD SELECT (XT ONLY)
+ 12 VOLTS
GROUND
MEMORY WRITE
MEMORY READ
I/O WRITE
I/O READ
DMA ACKNOWLEDGE 3
DMA REQUEST 3

DMA ACKNOWLEDGE I
DMA REQUEST I
DMA ACKNOWLEDGE 0
CLOCK
INTERRUPT REQUEST 7
INTERRUPT REQUEST 6
INTERRUPT REQUESTS
INTERRUPT REQUEST 4
INTERRUPT REQUEST 3
DMA ACKNOWLEDGE 2

TERMINAL COUNT
ADDRESS LATCH ENABLE
+ 5 VOLTS
OSCILLATOR
GROUND

Table 1. Eight -bit ISA connections.

1-800-853-9797

32 -bit access but both were limited to an

Co Communications, 76 N. Broadway
Hicksville, NY 11801

dress and data path. (EISA met with very
limited success. Most users found the ISA
bus provided them with sufficient perfor-

Phone 516-681-2922/FAX 516-681-2926

mance). EISA and MCA both provided

limit is compatibility. Most expansion
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8MHz or 10MHz speed limit.
The main reason for the 8MHz speed

cards were designed to run at 8MHz. The
8MHz speed limit allowed the faster microprocessors to be compatible with the

older hardware. However this creates a
data bottleneck. Data races between the
microprocessor and memory at the sys-

ti
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tem clock speed on a 32 -bit data bus, but
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encounters a "bottleneck" at the 8MHz,
I6 -bit expansion bus. To slow down the
microprocessor, "wait states" are added.

It
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P11111110,
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44,
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6.41.

A wait state is a system clock cycle dur...44111111

ing which the microprocessor "waits" for
the device with which it is communicat-

4,4.4.114

ing. Wait states are also used in faster microprocessors to communicate with

.

slower memory chips. Many motherboards contain hardware jumpers or software settings to determine memory wait
states. The net result is a slowdown in system performance.

STANDARD ISA CONNECTOR

.0.11111

LOCAL BUS
EXTENSION CONNECTORS

Figure 3. In some newer IBM compatible computers, an additional 124 -pin, 0.05 -inch socket is
mounted in I ne with the ISA connectors and provides access to the local bus.

The local bus
Local bus motherboards provide access
to the processor's 32 -bit address and data

TABLE 2

buses via special local bus slots on the
motherboard. An additional 124 pin, 0.05 inch socket is mounted in line with the ISA
connectors and provides access to the lo-

cal bus (Figure 3). This allows for direct
data transfer to the microprocessor and
eliminates the data bottleneck.
The bus specifications allow for speeds
up to 66MHz and transfers data via a 32 bit data path. Compared to the ISA bus,

16 BIT ISA BUS EXTENSION CONNECTIONS
Pin Number
1/0
Signal
CI
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

which operates at 8MHz and transfers

CIO
CI I

data via a 16 -bit data path, the local bus
can exchange data up to six times as fast.

CI3
CI4

C12

As with all good things in life, the local

C15

bus does have a catch.

C17

CI6
CI8

A special expansion card is needed
for each device
To take advantage of the local bus technology a special expansion card is needed for each device that will access the bus.

Currently, expansion cards are available
for video, hard drive and network controllers. At first, most local bus systems were
proprietary and required the user to purchase all expansion cards from the original manufacturer. Some vendors still in-

corporate the local bus video into the
motherboard. Most offer two expansion
slots for access to the bus. Fortunately,
two standards were developed and have
been adopted by the industry.
The two standards are: VESA (Video

SDIO
SDI 1

DATA BIT II

SDI2
SDI3

DATA BIT 12
DATA BIT 13
DATA BIT 14
DATA BIT 15

LA2I
LA20

LAI9
LAIR

LAI7
O

0
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

MEMR
MEMW
SDO8
SDO9

SD14

SDI5

DI

MEMCS16

D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8

1/OCS 16

O

D9
DIO

O

IRQI0
IRQI I

IRQI2
IRQI5
IRQI4

DI7
DI3

O

D14
D15
D16

O

DI7
DI8

DACKO
DRQO

DI 1

Signal Description
SYSTEM BUS HIGH ENABLE
UNLATCHED ADDRESS BIT 23
UNLATCHED ADDRESS BIT 22
UNLATCHED ADDRESS BIT 21
UNLATCHED ADDRESS BIT 20
UNLATCHED ADDRESS BIT 19
UNLATCHED ADDRESS BIT 18
UNLATCHED ADDRESS BIT 17
MEMORY READ
MEMORY WRITE
DATA BIT 8
DATA BIT 9
DATA BIT 10

SBHE
LA23
LA22

DACKS
DRQ5
DACK6
DRQ6
DACK7
DRQ7
+5V
MASTER
GND

MEMORY 16 -BIT CHIP SELECT
I/O I6 -BIT CHIP SELECT
INTERRUPT REQUEST 10
INTERRUPT REQUEST 1 I
INTERRUPT REQUEST 12
INTERRUPT REQUEST 15
INTERRUPT REQUEST 14
DMA ACKNOWLEDG 0
DMA REQUEST 0
DMA ACKNOWLEDGE 5
DMA REQUEST 5
DMA ACKNOWLEDGE 6
DMA REQUEST 6
DMA ACKNOWLEDGE 7
DMA REQUEST 7
+5 VOLTS
MASTER
GROUND

Table 2. Sixteen -bit ISA bus extension connections.
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SAVE
TIME

'r 111.1-:

3

VI. LOCAL BUS 32 BIT EX TENSION CONNECTIONS
l'in Number
I/O
Signal
Signal Description
AI
I/O
DATO1
DATA BIT I
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9

For fast, accurate service,
please remove the peel
off label used to address
your magazine, and
attach it to the Reader
Service Card, the Address
Change Card or to any
correspondence you
send us regarding your
subscription.

A10

All
AI2
AI3
Al4
Al5

Al6
A17

Al8
Al9
A20
A2I
A22
A23
A24

Mail All
Correspondence To:
Electronic Servicing &
Technology
76 North Broadway
Hicksville, NY 11801

A25
A26
A27
A28
A29
A30

A3I
A32
A33
A34
A35
A36
A37
A38
A39
A40
A4I
A42
A43
A44
A45
A46
A47
A48
A49
A50

ISCET

VCR

Cross
Reference
VCR Model Number Cross Reference
and VCR Parts Cross Reference

J 4th Edition.
Contains both model- and parts number cross-references for more
than 1300 additional parts, and more
than 50 brand names.
$36.00
shipping 3.00
J One 31/2" disc, or
J Two 51/4" 360K discs.
Version 5.0, for IBM PC AT/XT or
compatibles. Requires hard drive and
DOS 2.1 or greater.
$69.95
shipping 3.00

A51

A52
A53
A54
A55
A56
A57
A58
A59
A60

J Special Combo Offer.
Your choice of discs, plus 4th Edition
VCR Cross Reference.

A61

-

I/O

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

DATO3

GND
DATO5
DATO7
DATO9

DATI I

-

I/O

DATI3
DATI5
GND
ATI7

I

Vcc

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

DATI9
DAT2I

-

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

-

I/O
I/O
I

DAT23
DAT25
GND
DAT27
DAT29
AT3I
ADR30
ADR28
ADR26
GND
ADR24
ADR22

V

1/0

ADR20

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

ADRI8
ADRI6
ADRI4
ADRI2

-

ADRIO
ADRO8

0

GND
ADRO6
ADRO4
WBACK

110

BEO

I/O
I/O

I

I/O
I/O

-

I/O
I/O

--

I/O
I/O

V

BEI
BE2

GND
BE3
ADS
KEY
KEY
LRDY

0

LDEV«X»
LREQ«X»

I/O

GND
LGNT

I

0
0
0
0

--

I/O

V,

ID2
ID3
ID4
LKEN

LEADS
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.

DATA BIT 3
GROUND
DATA BIT 5
DATA BIT 7
DATA BIT 9
DATA BIT II
DATA BIT 13
DATA BIT 15
GROUND
DATA BIT 17
+5 VOLTS
DATA BIT 19
DATA BIT 21
DATA BIT 23
DATA BIT 25
GROUND
DATA BIT 27
DATA BIT 29
DATA BIT 31
ADDRESS BIT 30
ADDRESS BIT 28
ADDRESS BIT 26
GROUND
ADDRESS BIT 24
ADDRESS BIT 22
+ 5 VOLTS
ADDRESS BIT 20
ADDRESS BIT 18
ADDRESS BIT 16
ADDRESS BIT 14
ADDRESS BIT 12
ADDRESS BIT 10
ADDRESS BIT 8
GROUND
ADDRESS BIT 6
ADDRESS BIT 4
CACHE WRITE BACK. RESERVED USE
BYTE ENABLE 0
+5 VOLTS
BYTE ENABLE I
BYTE ENABLE 2
GROUND
BYTE ENABLE 3
ADDRESS DATA STROBE
KEY
KEY

LOCAL READY
LOCAL DEVICE
LOCAL REQUEST
GROUND
LOCAL BUS GRANT
+ 5 VOLTS
CPU IDENTIFIER PIN 2
CPU IDENTIFIER PIN 3
CPU IDENTIFIER PIN 4
LOCAL CACHE ENABLE
LOCAL EXT ADDRESS STROBE
NO CONNECTION
NO CONNECTION
NO CONNECTION

$95.00
shipping 3.00

Table 3. VL local bus 32 -bit extension connections.

Mow 4 6 weeks delivery when using personal checks VISA,
MasterCard, money orders and cashiers checks processed
immedmtely.

0 Mos OMasterCard

Amount

Ie
I

ICard No.

s:
State

I CdY

I

Exp.

I
I

Texas residents multiply does mount by 7 1,4% lot taxes

Foreign shipments please add International postage
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on very quickly. Designed around the
80486 microprocessor's local bus, the

I

Send to ISCET 2708 West Berry St Ft Worn TX 76109
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introduced in August of 1992 and caught

bus specification, currently the most popular, and the PCI, Peripheral Component
Interconnect standard developed by Intel.
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The VESA standard
The VL, or VESA Local, standard was
May 1994

standard was easy and inexpensive to implement. This translated into low cost to

the consumer and made it a very attractive upgrade.

Pin Number
A62

BI

-

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

B2
B3

N.C.
ATOO

I/O

DATO2
DATO4
DATO6
DATO8

I/O

GND
DATIO

/0

DATI2

I/0

B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9

Signal

I

V

BI0

I/O

DAT14

BII
B12

I/0
I/0

DATI6
DATI8

BI3

I/O

DAT20
GND
DAT22
DAT24
DAT26
DAT28
DAT30

B14

BI5
B 16

BI7
B 18

B19
B20
B21

B22
B23
B24
B25
B26
B27
B28
B29
B30
B31

B32
B33
B34
B35
B36
B37
B38
B39
B40
B41

B42
B43
B44
B45
B46
B47
B48
B49
B50
B51

B52
B53
B54
B55
1356

B57
B58
B59
B60
B61

B62

-

I/0
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I

-

I/O

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

-

I/O
I/O
I

I/O
I/O
I/O

I/O
I/O

-0

I/O
I/O

I/O
I/O
I/O

-0

-

V

ADR3I
GND
ADR29
ADR27
ADR25
ADR23

ADR2I

ADRI9
GND

ADRI7
ADR15

V

ADR13

ADRII
ADRO9
ADRO7
ADRO5

GND
DRO3

ADRO2
N.C.
RESET

D/C

M/I0
W/R
KEY
KEY
RDYRTN

GND

I

IRQ9

I/O
I/O

BRDY
BLAST

0
0

1DO

-0
I

--

I/O

IDI
GND

LCLK

V

LBSI6
N.C.
C.

N.C.
N.C.

The VL bus connects the peripherals
directly to the microprocessor's bus via a
124 -pin, 0.05 -inch connector (Table 3).
This places quite a load on the microprocessor's address and data lines and limits

the number of expansion connectors to
two. Some motherboards add buffering to

local bus connector the maximum speed
is reduced to 40MHz. The speed is then
further reduced to 33MHz when a second
device is added. Capacitance loading of
the connector limits the expansion slots
to three. For most consumers this is not a
problem, since video and hard drive controllers are currently the only products
available to access the local bus.

Signal Description
NO CONNECTION
DATA BIT 0
DATA BIT 2
DATA BIT 4
DATA BIT 6
DATA BIT 8
GROUND
DATA BIT 10
DATA BIT 12
+ 5 VOLTS
DATA BIT 14
DATA BIT 16
DATA BIT 18
DATA BIT 20
GROUND
DATA BIT 22
DATA BIT 24
DATA BIT 26
DATA BIT 28
DATA BIT 30
+ 5 VOLTS

The PCI standard
The PCI standard was designed to work

with high -end chips beyond the 80486,
such as Intel's Pentium processor and other, non -Intel, chips. As in the case of the
VL standard it uses the 124 -pin 0.05 -inch

connector. However, it multiplexes the
address and data lines, which limits the

ADDRESS BIT 31
GROUND
ADDRESS BIT 29
ADDRESS BIT 27
ADDRSSS BIT 25
ADDRESS BIT 23
ADDRESS BIT 21
ADDRESS BIT 19
GROUND
ADDRESS BIT 17
ADDRESS BIT 15
+ 5 VOLTS
ADDRESS BIT 13
ADDRESS BIT 11
ADDRESS BIT 9
ADDRESS BIT 7
ADDRESS BIT 5
GROUND
ADDRESS BIT 3
ADDRESS BIT 2
NO CONNECTION
SYSTEM RESET FOR VL DEVICES
DATA/CODE STATUS (IDENTIFY)
MEM OR I/O STATUS (IDENTIFY)
READ/WRITE STATUS (IDENTIFY)
KEY
KEY
READY RETURN
GROUND
INTERRUPT REQUEST 9
BURST READY
BURST LAST
CPU IDENTIFIER PIN 0
CPU IDENTIFIER PIN I
GROUND
LOCAL CPU CLOCK
+ 5 VOLTS
LOCAL BUS SIZE=I 6 BITS
NO CONNECTION
NO CONNECTION
NO CONNECTION
NO CONNECTION

system speed to 33MHz (Table 4). Unlike

the VL bus standard, PCI does not connect the peripheral directly to the microprocessor's bus. It creates a separate bus
using a controller and accelerator chip set.
This technique allows the PCI standard to
be microprocessor independent.

Another attractive feature of PCI is
automatic peripheral configuration. This
allows the end user to install expansion
cards without worrying about such things
as memory addresses, DMA channels and
IRQ settings. In addition, the PCI stan-

dard can support up to six peripherals.
The main disadvantage to PCI over VL is

high cost. This could change as the PCI
standard becomes more popular.
Although the two standards are technically not compatible they have some similarities. Both designs use the additional
0.05 -inch pin spacing socket made popular by IBM in its Micro Channel Archi-

tecture. The MCA style connector is
mounted in -line with the existing ISA
connectors. Both designs are also upgradeable from 32 bits to 64 bits to work
with Intel's new Pentium processor.

Achieving high-speed data transfer
Both VL and PCI local bus technology

the bus, which increases the connector
count to three. Electrical characteristics
of the connectors determine the maximum bus speed.
If a device is integrated into the motherboard, speeds as high as 66MHz can be
obtained. If one device is inserted into a

use a process called burst transfers to
transfer data at high speed. In a normal
exchange of data between devices, the
transmitting device first sends an address
to the receiving device and then follows
with data. The process is simply repeated over and over until all the data is sent.

Burst transfers eliminate the repetitive
address step by assuming all addresses are
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PRODUCT
INFORMATION
Digital industrial multimeters
Amprobe Instrument announces the
introduction of the "Tradesmen Series,"
Models AM -16, AM -17 and AM -18,
digital industrial multimeters. All models measure dcV, acV, diode test, continuity and resistance. Model AM -17
adds capacitance, Model AM -18 adds

TABLE 4
PCI LOCAL BUS 32 BIT EXTENSION CONNECTIONS
PIN
110
SIGNAL
SIGNAL DESCRIPTION
Al
TRST
TEST RESET
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9

dc and ac current and capacitance.

A10

Features include: circuit protection on

All

ranging, overload, low battery, polarity
annunciators, rugged high -impact

molded case, auto zero on all ranges,
0.1L2 resolution, and expandable to mea-

sure ac current to 1000A, dc current to

600A, temperature and power with
optional accessories.
Circle (110) on Reply Card

Soldering iron/torch kit
Philips ECG has announced that its
butane -powered Soldering Iron/Torch is

now available in a 10 -piece kit (J500KT) complete with carrying case,
four different tips and other accessories.

The product is a compact, lightweight, hand-held tool that features a
see-through refillable butane tank, a
temperature control for accurate adjustment of tip temperature, and a built-in
igniter. Applications for this tool include
electrical/electronic circuit repair, form-

ing heat -shrink tubing, light gauge
welding, brazing, light plumbing, jewelry and eyeglass frame repair, model
building, arts and crafts, and thawing
frozen locks.

The kit includes the soldering iron/
torch, a solder tip, blow torch tip, hot
knife tip, heat blower tip, metal safety
stand, a cleaning pad, spare flints and a
half -ounce of 60/40 rosin core solder
all encased in a heavy-duty, fitted carrying case. Additional tips are optionally available.
Circle (111) on Reply Card
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ADO9

KEY
KEY

KEY
KEY

I

C/BEO
+3.3V

I/O
I/O

ADO6
ADO4

BUS COMMAND/BYTE ENABLE 0
+3.3 VOLTS
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 6
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 4
GROUND
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 2
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 0
5 VOLTS
REQUEST 64 -BIT TRANSFER
+5 VOLTS
+5 VOLTS

0
0
NA
I/O
NA

AI2A13
A14

NA

AI5

I

Al6

I/O

A17
A18

all ranges, 3 1/2 digit, 2000 count.
annunciated display, auto or manual

+ 12 VOLTS
TEST MODE SELECT
TEST DATA INPUT
+5 VOLTS
NTERRUPT A
INTERRUPT C
+ 5 VOLTS
RESERVED
+ 5 VOLTS
RESERVED
GROUND
GROUND
RESERVED
RESET
+ 5 VOLTS
GRANT (BUS MASTER ONLY)
GROUND
RESERVED
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 30
+ 3.3 VOLTS
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 28
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 26
GROUND
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 24
INITIALIZATION DEVICE SELECT
+3.3 VOLTS
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 22
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 20
GROUND
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 18
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 16
+3.3 VOLTS
CYCLE FRAME
GROUND
TARGET READY
GROUND
STOP
+3.3 VOLTS
SNOOP DONE
SNOOP BACKOFF
GROUND
PARITY
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 15
+3.3 VOLTS
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 13
ADDRESS/DATA BIT I
GROUND
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 9

I

+I 2V
TMS
TDI
+5V
INTA
INTC
+5V
NA
+5V
NA

GND
GND
NA

RST
+5V
GNT
GND

Al9

A

NA

A20

I/O

A21

I

A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A27
A28
A29

I/O
I/O

AD30
+3.3V
AD28
AD26
GND
AD24
IDSEL
3.3V
AD22
AD20
GND

I/O
I
I

I/O
I/O

A30
A31

A32
A33
A34
A35
A36
A37
A38
A39
A40
A41

A42
A43
A44
A45
A46
A47
A48
A49
A50
A5I
A52
A53
A54
A55
A56
A57
A58
A59

MO

Ml
A62

I/O
I/O
1

I/O

I/O
I/O
I

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I

I/O
I/O

ADI8
ADI6
+3.3V
FRAME
GND
TRDY
GND
STOP
+3.3V
SDONE
SBO
GND
PAR

ADI5
+3.3V
ADI3
ADI I

I

GND

1/0

I/O

GND
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

ADO2
ADO()

+5V
REQ64
+5V
+5V

Table 4. PCI local bus 32 -bit extension connections.

consecutive. The initial address is sent to
the receiving device followed by a "burst"
of data. The receiving device increments
the addresses as it receives the data. The
length of a data burst is unlimited, howMay 1994

ever, each new "burst" of data requires a
new address.
Another technique called "bus mastering" allows data to be exchanged between

bus devices without using the micro -

PIN

I/O

SIGNAL

B1

I

- I 2V

B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9

I

TCK
GND
TDO
+5V
+5V

BI0
BII

B12

BI3
B14
B15
B16
B17
B18
B19

B20
B21

B22
B23
B24
B25
B26
B27
B28
B29

0
I
I

0
0
NA

--0

NA
I

I/O
I/O
I/O

-

I/O
I/O
I

I/O
I/O

-

NIB
INTD
PRSNTI
NA
PRSNT2
GND
GND
NA
GND
CLK
GND
REQ
+5V
AD3I
AD29
GND
AD27
AD25
+3.3V
C/BE3
AD23
GND
AD2I
AD19
+3.3V

B30

I/O
I/O

B31

I

B32
B33
B34
B35
B36
B37
B38
B39
B40

I/O
I/O

ADI7
C/BE2
GND

I/O

B41

I

B42
B43
B44
B45
B46
B47
B48
B49

I/O

IRDY
+3.3V
DEVSEL
GND
CLOCK
PERR
+3.3V
SERR
+3.3V
C/BEI

B50
B51

B52
B53
B54
B55
B56
B57
B58
B59
B60

I

-

I/O
I/O
I/O

I

I/O
I/O

--/0

I/O
I/O

ADI4
GND
ADI2
ADIO
GND
KEY
KEY

I/O

ADO8
ADO7

I

+3.3V

I/O
I/O

ADO5
ADO3

-

I/O
I/O
I/O

B61

I

B62

I

GND
ADOI

+5V
ACK64
+5V
+5V

processor or system memory. A bus
"master" controls which devices have
access to the bus and prevents interference between devices. Both VL and PCI
can support up to three bus masters.

FREE

SIGNAL DESCRIPTION
-12 VOLTS
TEST CLOCK
GROUND
TEST DATA OUTPUT
+5 VOLTS
+5 VOLTS
INTERRUPT B
INTERRUPT D
EXPANSION CARD PRESENT I
RESERVED
EXPANSION CARD PRESENT 2
GROUND
GROUND
RESERVED
GROUND
CLOCK
GROUND
REQUEST (BUS MASTER ONLY)
+5 VOLTS
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 31
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 29
GROUND
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 27
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 25
3.3 VOLTS
BUS COMMAND/BYTE ENABLE
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 23
GROUND
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 21
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 19
+3.3 VOLTS
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 17
BUS COMMAND/BYTE ENABLE
GROUND
INITIATOR READY
3.3 VOLTS
DEVICE SELECT
GROUND
CLOCK
PARITY ERROR
+3.3 VOLTS
SYSTEM ERROR
+3.3 VOLTS
BUS COMMAND/BYTE ENABLE 1
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 14
GROUND
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 12
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 10
GROUND
KEY
KEY
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 8
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 7
+3.3 VOLTS
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 5
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 3
GROUND
ADDRESS/DATA BIT 1
+ 5 VOLTS
ACKNOWLEDGE 64 -BIT TRANSFER
+ 5 VOLTS
+ 5 VOLTS

Parts Express is a
full -line distributor of
electronic parts and
accessories, geared
toward the consumer
electronics industry
and the technical
hobbyist. We stock an
extensive line of
replacement parts for
TV and VCR repair.
Call for your FREE 188
page catalog today.

PartsEasas
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-338-0531

Computers that can be upgraded
to local bus
Any 80286, 80386, or 80486 system
with a desktop or tower case can be up-

The free catalog is sent via bulk
mail to U.S. addresses. For
express delivery, please send
$2.50 to cover 1st class
postage. Foreign destination
customers, please send $5.00
to cover postage.

340 E. First St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257

graded with a local bus motherboard.
Circle (78) on Reply Card
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(Slim line cases are usually proprietary
systems and require the original vendor's
hardware to fit properly). In addition, it
may be necessary to upgrade the power
supply to a 200W or 250W unit if a smaller power supply is present in the system.
The old or defective motherboard is removed and the local bus board is installed
in its place. The local bus expansion cards

are then inserted into their special slots.
A local bus expansion card connects to the

ISA and local bus connectors (Figure 4).
Software drivers are usually included
with the expansion cards or may be incorporated with a particular program's software. Check the expansion cards documentation for details.

Choosing a local bus system
Upgrading to local bus can provide sigFigure 4. A local bus expansion card connects to the ISA and local bus connectors.

nificant system performance increases.
Two questions remain: Who can benefit
from local bus? Which system should you
choose or recommend to your customer?

The biggest benefit will come to the
graphics -based program user. However, a
DOS -based program user will see some

improvement as well. The price of a VL
motherboard makes it impossible to ig-

Test Your Electronics

Knowledge

nore when upgrading or repairing an
80286 or 80386 PC. The difference in
price of an 80486 ISA motherboard and
an 80486 VL motherboard is insignificant. (Many vendors don't even list 80486
ISA motherboards on their price sheets.)

In addition, VL peripheral expansion

Answers to the quiz

cards are competitive in price with their
ISA counterparts.
Either VL or PCI can increase the per-

(from page 27)

formance of a PC. Which should you

1. C. Power is the time RATE of
doing work or using energy.
2. No. A pure sine wave has no harmonic frequencies.

4. A. By definition.

5. B. The voltage gain is less than
one. There is current gain.
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choose or recommend to your customer?
VL is dominating the market right now,

7. In a series -wound motor, the

pensive. A number of major manufactur-

armature and field windings are connected in series. If this type of motor

3. C. The neon lamp cannot glow
because the applied voltage is too
low. It is necessary to have at least
60V to start neon lamps.

6. It is the symbol for the Arith-

metic Logic Unit (ALU) in a micro processor.

is operated without a mechanical

because support is good and it is inexers support PCI. This seems to indicate
future support for this standard. PCI is
more expensive to implement which increases the price of the PC, but may offer

load, its speed will increase until it is
destroyed.

advantages in the future. As with any con-

8. D. The product of the gain and
bandwidth is a constant.

VL seems the choice for now. As with
any new consumer product we will have
to watch the industry and make our decision based on current conditions and future projections.
If a customer comes to you complaining of slow screen drawing or data transfer, tell them that they need to get on the

9. D. By definition.

10. D. The full-scale deflection
current is equal to the reciprocal of
the ohms -per -volt rating.

May 1994

sumer product, as popularity increases
the prices should drop.

bus-the local bus.

Literature
MCM ELECTRONICS

0111/14,....

MC 514

static protection products, ozone safe
cleaners, magnifiers, inspection equip-

irnth ,,,,

ment, workbenches, cases and more.

.40I, Pik ..rot yr, Guicit

Pcnw,

t

/1,N,

folfl.

Circle (51) on Reply Card

PC replacement parts catalog
on floppy disk

ELECTRON!'

PC Parts Express announces the avail-

OVER 20,000 ITEMS

ability of their catalog of replacement
99% OF ALL ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN
24 HOURS

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-543-4330
FAX 1-513-434-6959
Hay Nun Mao

CS'

Catalog of electronic parts
and components

parts for personal computers and peripherals on floppy disk. The program consists of three basic modules that allow the
user to perform three separate but related
operations. The "Spare parts catalog item
search" segment allows the user to search
the data base to determine if a needed part
is available from this supplier. The "Order
processing" segment allows the user to

20,000 high -demand parts and compo-

automatically generate an order as he
searches through the parts listed and
selects those he wants to order. The
"Utilities" program segment contains

nents-more than 1,000 of them intro-

modules that allow the customer to set up

duced for the first time in this latest edition. Among the categories of products
offered are: semiconductors, television

VCR parts and more; including the company's own line of value -priced TENMA

and/or change his ordering information,
make changes to the printer setup, a note
on using the catalog, and a complete tutorial on searching for parts and ordering
using the catalog. The catalog contains
replacement parts for products by these
manufacturers: AST, Canon, Compaq,
Epson, Fujitsu, HP, IBM, Kingston,

test equipment. The company has ex-

Micro House, NEC, Okidata and Toshiba.

panded its lines of computer and cellular
products and has introduced a selection
of appliance repair parts.

The program allows the user to look up
the parts needed, and as he does so, automatically enter them into an order form
which can then be printed out and mailed
to the company, or faxed directly using
the computer's fax/modem, if it has one.
The catalog comes on one compressed
floppy disk. When expanded it requires
nearly 8 Mbytes of hard disk space.

The MCM Catalog contains over

parts, power supplies, home security
alarms, telephone parts and accessories,

connectors, tools, batteries, speakers,

Circle (50) on Reply Card

Catalog of test equipment,
tools and supplies
This 244 -page catalog from Contact
East lists test instruments and tools for
engineers, managers, technicians, and
hobbyists. Featured are quality products
from brand -name manufacturers for testing, repairing, and assembling electronic

equipment. Product highlights include
new DMMs and accessories, soldering
tools, custom tool kits, EPROM programmers, power supplies, ELF meters, help-

ful reference books, breadboards, scope
meters, datacom tools and testers, adhesives, measuring tools, precision hand
tools, portable and bench top digital storage scopes. Also included are the company's lines of communication test equipment, soldering/desoldering systems,

Catalog describes
power protection products
A new, full -line "Power Protection"
catalog is now available from EFI.
This 24 -page, full -color, long -form
product catalog describes a facility -wide
solution to power and data line protection
from transient voltages and other power
problems typically found in commercial,
industrial and medical facilities. In addition to in-depth product descriptions, the

company's patented product technologies and value-added warranty programs
are fully described.
The catalog also includes all available
model numbers for over 50 categories of
power protection products and services.
Complete technical specifications are included, as are typical applications, impor-

tant features, advantages and benefits,
and full ordering guides for all products.
Circle (54) on Reply Card

Circle (52) on Reply Card

Application note explains harmonics

BMI's new application note #230,
Production equipment catalog
Now available is the Eraser Company's
new 144 -page, full -color, 1994 catalog,

which includes new products used for
wire stripping, cutting, dereeling, twisting, soldering, etc.
The catalog is divided into ten sections,

covering all aspects of wire processing
and component lead preparation. Several
technical guides present information on

choosing the proper equipment for an
individual application.

"Harmonics: Sources, Symptoms, and
Solutions," explains the causes and effects of harmonics, how to detect and
measure harmonics, as well as how to
avoid and solve the resulting problems.

The five -page application note includes two case studies on the hazardous

effects of harmonics, one featuring a
transformer explosion, the other, CRT
flicker. The application note also presents

instruments for use in harmonics detection and measurement.

Circle (53) on Reply Card
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Correction to the article
"Simple power supply and probe adapter
aid testing"
By Roger D. Redden

In the February 1994 issue of Electronic Servicing & Technology we published an article entitled "Simple power

depending on the amount of current

panied that article. The power supply

drawn and the top voltage of the variable
transformer used. This makes it useful to

supply and probe adapter aid testing."
There was an omission in one of the

test a suspected IHVT at its operating
voltage level, or to check a zener diode

will work fine with the circuit as shown.
Unfortunately, the capacitor will hold a
charge fora long time so that if you touch
the outputs even with the unit unplugged,

graphics that accompanied that article.
The power supply was described this

with a voltage rating up to about 150Vdc.

you could receive an uncomfortable

Caution! This power supply is capable of supplying an output that could be
lethal! Do not plug it directly into an ac
outlet. You must use it with an isolation

shock.

Figure 2. With this resistor in the circuit.

source, this power supply can provide

transformer. To remind myself, I attached a label near the plug with the
printed warning, 'Isolated Only.'"

from OVdc to more than 150Vdc,

Figure 1 shows the circuit that accom-

way: "The power supply becomes useful when plugged into an isolated, vari-

able ac source, such as an isolation
transformer followed by a variable trans-

former. When plugged into such a

If you build this power supply, be sure

to add the bleeder resistor as shown in

the capacitor voltage will bleed away
through the resistor in a relatively short
period of time.

D1
F1

2A

2.5A
1000V

1511

F2

low

1.25A

C1

C2

100uF
250V

100uF
250V

Our GND

Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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Classified
Classified advertising is available by the word or per column inch.
By -the word. $1.65 per word, per insertion, pre -paid Minimum charge is $35 per insertion. Initials and abbreviations count as full words. Indicate free category heading (For Sale, Business Opportunities, Miscellaneous, Wanted). Blind ads (replies sent to ES&T for forwarding) are $40 additional. No agency discounts are allowed
for classified advertising by the word. Contact Linda Romanello at 516-681-2922 to place your classified ad (by-the-worch. Mastercard, VISA, American Express and
Discover are accepted for FAX or mail orders.
Per column Inch (classified Display): $235 per column inch, per insertion, with frequency discounts available, 1" minimum, billed at 1/4" increments after that 10"
maximum per ad. Blind ads are $40 addition. Reader Service Number $25 additional to cover processing and handling costs. (Free to 4 -inch or larger ads.) For more
information regarding classified display advertising please call 516-681-2922. Optional color (determined by magazine) $150 additional per insertion.

Send your order, materials and payments to:

Electronic Servicing & Technology, 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, New York 11801
Attn: Linda Romanello
Phone: 516-631-2922
FAX: 516-681-2926

FOR SALE
HELLO! Doctors Do It! Airlines Do It! Lawyers Do It!

TVNCR TECHNICIANS SHOULD DO IT!
In any profession, knowledge coupled with
the ability to quickly access case or service
history PAYS BIG!! A doctor's ability to diagnose
quickly and confidently is largely attributed to use
of and access to data and information of previously diagnosed symptoms. Lawyers can predict the
outcome of their present case by using prior case
histories exhibiting similar symptoms. A productive
TVNCR technician will not rely on memory alone
to diagnose symptoms and part numbers. Instead
they will call upon past case histories, which will
enable the smart servicer to avoid the costly mis-

takes of mis-diagnosed part orders and loss of
extremely valuable time ... From the original World
Wide TECH -TIP Program comes 2.5 Million Dollars
worth of actual solid repairs. 1987 through August
1993. Whether you are computerized or not, our
Tech -Tip program provides the most current com-

prehensive published paper format that there is
today. You may also wish to choose our Tech -Tip

computer program, licensed World Wide under
(PARADOX) by The Boreland International Co.
We're not fooling around and you shouldn't either.
Remember it's not the quantity of tips but the constant update quality of part numbers and solutions
that makes the difference. Our initial 10,000 TECH -

TIPS cover VCR-VCP-TV/ VCR combo CD LDFAX-Camcorder-VHS/ SVH/ C/8MM-Stereo-Monitors-Amps Projection Front and Rear -Micro
wave -Satellite. Category is easily cross-referenced
first by Model, Chassis or FCC ID Number and printed out or simply scanned by Make and Category.
Unlike other programs, we provide OEM Part numbers and substitutes. Our on -going program is actual day-to-day repairs written on the Bench by technicians for technicians. No need for you to spend
time updating your data base or paper binders. We

FOR SALE
»

FOR SALE

«

TIPS 1/2 HALF 1/2 PRICE SALE

TUNER CURE BULLETINS!!!

THE TIP COMPUTER PROGRAM is now on sale
for HALF price. Over 13,000 TIPS & growing !!!
One of the LARGEST tip databases in the WORLD
- TV's, VCR's, CAMCORDER's plus other elec-

RCA 195687/196040 & Sony 1-465-371-11/-12.
Repair aasily yourself! $15.00 each. $25.00 both:
TEK Enterprises, 212 Marabou Drive, Newark,
DE. 19702.

tronic equipment. HIGH QUALITY PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS with up to 8 LINES of prob-

lem solving information. ADD your own tips to
the program aid find them FAST !!! Stop writing

DON'T BE
MISLED
BY OTHER
TECHNICAL TIP PROGRAMS - SERVICE TIPS

YOUR valuable repair tips on schematics. PRINT
any tip. Specie: DATA EXCHANGE & UPDATE
feature INCLUDED with every program.

TIPS

Exchange tips with others that have the TIP
Program. We have 12 years computer programming experience -avoid those other programs.
Don't even consider buying another technical tip
program until you have seen our FREE Demo.

IS DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHERS *
IT ORGANIZES 15,700 CURRENT SERVICE
IN
ALPHABETICAL ORDER BY
Model/Brand & Symptom with Concise
Solutions, Part Numbers, Values & Locations
on ALL CONSUMER ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. Created by 2 CET'S with over 20 YEARS
experience and a computer programmer, IT'S AN

Our clients say this is the BEST technical tip
database program on the market today. Pays for

INDISPENSABLE TOOL FOR ANY SERVICE
CENTER. Members of electronics associations

itself with 1 or 2 repairs. Works on ANY IBM com-

NESDA, METSDA, TESALI use this program and confirm there is no bet-

patible computer with a hard drive INCLUDING
486, 386, AND older 286 & XT models. Updates
& Network versions available. Used by National,
State & Local Electronic Association Members &
Officers. Only $150.00 !!! (High density disks -

ter program available today. DUE TO THE OVER-

WHELMING RESPONSE TO OUR PREVIOUS
ADS, ** NOW for a LIMITED TIME ONLY SER-

VICE -IPS is available for the low price of

specify size). Pepaid orders (check/money order)

$129.95 Demo Disk & Quarterly Updates are

within the U.S.A. are shipped FREE. Call for:
C.O.D., Double density disks, and shipping outside U.S.A. Have your own tips? Ask about our
TIP EXCHANGE policy with FREE Updates.
Already have a tip program? Ask about our
Competitive Upgrade Discount!!! P.S.-can't
find the right software for your business or other

also Available - Call or Write Electronic Software

TEST EQUIPMENT BOUGHT & SOLD: OSCILLOSCOPES, ETC. 1-408-738-4206. FAX 1-408-

interests? We write CUSTOM SOFTWARE to fit

736-6946.

Developers, Inc. 826 So. Main Street, South
Farmir gdale NY 11735 Phone (516) 221-6403.

your needs. CALL NOW !!! (516) 643-7740
HIGHER INTELLIGENCE SOFTWARE, 60
Farmington Lane, Melville, NY 11747.

VHS -VCR Repair Solution Sets I - IX. Each contains 150 symptoms and cures, cross reference
chart, free assistance, $19.95 each, all nine

Outside technicians and students love the portability and say it is a must in the field where time is

ZENITH MODULE REPAIRS
Save Money Repair Your Own ZENITH Modules
248 CURES 9-124 THRU A-9740 LASER PRINTOUT $29.95 INCLUDES S/H MAIL CHECK TO:

very critical. As an added Extra, we provide an FCC
ID Cross -Reference list which saves the expense

Electronic Software Developers Inc. 826 S.

Earn $$$ Repairing Zenith TV's to component

Main Street, South Farmingdale, NY 11735.

level -now over 1000 models 1983-1993.

send you a complete revised program at each
update of your choice (Computer or Paper Format).

of purchasing Service Manuals you may already
have and just don't know it. This program was produced by Ed Erickson technician and owner of TV -

Man Sales & Service, Inc., and President of The

Professional Electronics Association of South
Florida. The PHONE CALL is "FREE" and so is the
Disk or Paper Sample Demonstration. CALL (800)
474-3588 or Write TV -Man (TECH -TIPS), 7040 W.

TV CASE HISTORIES: Booklet with 2,150+
histories. Satisfaction assured. Only $45 (plus
$2.90 for 2 -day priority). Mike's Repair Service,
P.O. Box 217. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD
21005. Same mailing address 30 years. Send
SASE for samples. 410-272-4984, 11am-9pm.

Sencore SC61 Waveform Analyzer. Looks &
works like new. Phone 913-738-3332.

ment. Test Equipment Sales (603) 434-2544.

Guaranteed effective and reliable cost cutting
symptom/cure format. Buy manual and receive
FREE report, "Repair Shorted CRT's Fast" (raster
one co.or) $89.95. Demo Sampler $19.95. ZMEX,
807 Queen Palm Lane, Sarasota, FL 34243.

TECHNICIANS, FINALLY A BREAKTHROUGH

SMD REMOVAL! CHIP QUIKTM SMD
REMOVAL KIT. NO DAMAGE TO CHIP OR
BOARD LOW OPERATING TEMPERATURE
EASY TO USE INEXPENSIVE. $12.00 per kit +

Tek 442 35MHz scope w/TV Trigger $269, Tek
2215 60MHz scope w/TV Trigger $489. Call for listing of our used equipment. We buy surplus equip-

Locks Lane, Granger, IN 46530.

IN

PALMETTO PK. RD. #2-112, Boca Raton, FL.
33433.

$49.95. Visa/MC. Eagle Electronics, 52053

Sencore VC93 all format VCR Analyzer. Used
slightly. Complete with manuals, probes, and shipping carton. 518-398-5684.

$2.00 S&H. 24 hr. Fax for credit card orders (508)
879-7727. Info available, call CHIP QUIK, 3 SEC-

OND STREET, FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701, 1800 -836 -CHIP.
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REDUCED 85%. Diehl Mark III $69, Diehl Mark V

Horizontal circuit tester $179. New. Conductive
coating for remote control keypads $9.99 ppd.
WEEC, 2411 Nob Hill Road, Madison, WI 53713.
608-238-4629, 608-233-9741.

*""*INFORMATION!!!'"'

Who really made that TVNCR/Microwave
/Stereo, etc . . . ? Find service literature by contacting the original manufacturer directly!
Complete listing of over 3200 manufacturers and
corresponding FCC ID #s (all electronics have this
# on the back!). Only $24.95. Call 1.1.S. at 1-800-

*SERVICE MANAGERS & TECHNICIANS'
National company with regional service centers in
North Carolina and Missouri will be opening a new

operation in Fontana, CA. Positions available in

TV, VCR, AUDIO, and SMALL APPL. Send
resume with salary history to H.M. Service

MOVE TO THE LARGEST REPAIR PROFIT
MARKET IN THE COUNTRY - SUNNY SOUTH
FLORIDA Think about it, our clients bring their
REPAIRS & MONEY from all parts of the world.
Annual Gross 375,000k, take home 80 - 95,000k.

Owner retiring, Fully staffed & operated in the

Center, P.O. Box 64189, Fayetteville, NC 28306.
Attn: Service Supervisor.

largest growth area of Ft. Lauderdale. Established

Sencore VR62A Universal Video Analyzer,

available. (305) 474-2677.

Sencore CR70 CRT Analyzer. Best offer! 1-800229-9826.

VCR Techs: Be your own boss! Shop in Central

12 years. No competition. Authorized 15 major
brands. Totally computerized. Simple to operate
Business. Price is 150,000k, Owner financing

California, Factory Authorized for most major
brands of VCRs 10 years. Camcorders COD. Very
loyal customers. Asking $42K. 209-688-4033

520-9111.

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION
Tired of spending too much time on repairs? Need

a simple, affordable solution? The complete
answer is this: Computer system Repair tips pro-

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Enjoy Colorado Living! VCR/Stereo Repair -

MISCELLANEOUS

plete. Call I.I.S. at 1-800-520-9111.

Established Center. $75,000 Price/Terms, $45.000
Cash Flow to Part -Time Owner. Call Suzanne, Front
Range, 303-499-6008.

A.T.S. SPECIALTY PRODUCTS Drive belt/roller
regripping agents, and INSTA-PLASTIK GEAR

Sencore Video Analyzer system-VA62A-ST65RG67-VC63-NT64. Just Factory calibrated-New

Home Electronics Sales & Service. Est. 20+ yrs.

AND PLASTIC REPAIR KITS. Proven in over 3000
service centers, INSTA-PLASTIK field repairs

Only one on Sunshine Coast of BC (25 miles north
of Vanc.). For information, Fax 604-885-2900.

FIRST ORDER 1-800-343-3530.

gram-over 15,000 TVNCR solutions Ready to
run. Plug it in! Go! Basic system: $979 . . com.

$7000, sell $2600. 415-363-8691. Chris.

broken parts, nylon gears and teeth. 15% OFF

Readers' Exchange
Operating and service literaure (schematic)
for Amphenol Color Commander, model 860.
Also source for 2N1180 transisitors. Contact
T. Mueller, 345 Cherokee, Ridge, Athens, GA

Readers' Exchange has been reinstated as a free
service.

The following restrictions apply to Readers'
Exchange:

Only individual readers may use Readers'
Exchange, and items must be restricted to those
that are ordinarily associated with consumer electronics as a business or hobby. If you're in business to sell the item(s) you want to offer for sale,
the appropriate place for your message is in a paid
advertisement, not Readers' Exchange.
Readers' Exchange items must be restricted
to no more than three items each for wanted and
for sale, and may be no more than approximately
four magazine column lines in length (about 20
words).

All submissions must be typed or printed
clearly!
Send your Readers' Exchange submissions to:

ty, will pay C.O.D. Contact Reynolds TV &
Video Service, 3510 Adams Ave., San Diego,
CA 92116, (619) 284-9239.

30606, (707) 546-5533.
Microfiche reader, Variac, VCR service man-

Sencore VA62A with VC63 VCR Tester and
NT64 NTSC Pattern Generator. All cables and
manuals, used very little. $2500.00. Call 509483-9440, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. WST.

Picture tube for Broksonic 5 inch color TV,
model cert. 2610 UL. 150AYB22. Contact M.

Mitchell, 1665 Brownstone #3, Toledo, OH
43614.

Chrysler car radio schematics for past 10
years, fiche, paper, or copies OK; also need
Sams 2313-2334, 2338, 2369-2389, 24602557, and JVC HR -7300U or Tatung VRH8200U VHS service manual. Contact Randy

Readers' Exchange
Electronic Servicing &
Technology
76 N. Broadway
Hicksville, NY 11801

Sams Photofacts, 2400 to present, any quali-

Baeseman, 8301 S. Mountain Rd., Wausau,
WI 54401, (715) 359-6604 (6 p.m. to mid-

uals. Contact Nick, (717) 383-3975.

Owner's manual or copy for Toshiba VCR
model M-6000. Contact Ron Purkhiser, 56
Oakhurst Dr., Munroe Falls, OH 44262, (216)
688-6624.
Schematic for Apple monitor Model
A2M2056 and same for other Apple monitors;
meter for Sencore CR168 CRT tester. Contact

Steve Baker, 164 River Road, Hackettstown,
NJ, (201) 927-0949.
Schematic for color TV Contec Model MN 1347,

chassis

N13-0,8.

Contact Donald

Stevens, 1005 N. Brookfield. South Bend, IN
46628, (219) 233-3746.

night).

Flyback 334P09403 for Mitsubishi, model
CK2582. Contact Dales TV, Rt. 1, Box 236,
Mountainview, MO 65548, (417) 934-6655.

WANTED
Service manual/schematic for Microtech

JVC VCR service manuals. Contact Truman

model 555L reel-to-reel tape deck. Will buy
or copy & return. Contact William W. Teasley,
15213 NE 27th Ave., Vancouver, WA 98686,
(206) 574-0534.

McGregor, 3601 Jefferson Ave., Texarkana,
AR 75502, (501) 773-6488.

Will pay for flyback transformer for Mitsubishi
TV, model CK2582, p/n 334P09403, no longer
available from Mitsubishi. Contact Dales TV,
Rt. 1 Box 236, Mountainview, MO 65548, (417)
934-6655.

RCA yoke 150468, Magnavox cartridge
560355. Contact Frank Szwanek TV, 303
Nothe Blaine, Box 237, Mullen, NE 69152.

Schematic for (or ability to borrow) Mobile

Authority Power Supply, model 810ZX. Also
Information on legitimate companies that pay
front panel glass for Frigidaire Flair range,
to assemble electronic boards in the home.
mode148C27912. Contact Warren Shukis,
Contact Glenna G. Marsh, Rt. I , Box 239, New1479 Prince Edward Way, Sunnyvale, CA

Will pay for schematic, copy, or micorfiche,

Milton WV 26411.

929-8850.
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plus shipping for Fisher stereo model MC708.

Contact Augustine's TV & Radio Service,
3129 Earl St., Laureldale, PA 19605, (610)

Will pay top dollar for a lA (slow blow) fuse
for a Dumont 2100G oscilloscope. Contact

Sencore DVM37 digital voltmeter, $75.00;

Merrill Lannen, 6206 Thonotosassa Rd.,

itor, $45.00; ESR meter, $95.00. Contact

Plant City, FL 33565, (813) 986-6383.

(703) 525-2382.

VIZ (RCA) WWV-703B 220-240 V line mon-

Sencore SC61 waveform analyzer, $1200.00,
or trade for VA62 video analyzer. Contact 1(515) 295-9344.

Sams Manuals; modular hi-fi tape recorder,
TA3000 and 30 adapters, $20.00 plus ship-

transistor radio, autoradio, CB radio and

FOR SALE

ping. Contact M.E. Andrews Jr., P.O. Box 91,
Exeter, RI 02822.

Leader dual trace 10 MHz oscilloscope,
$200.00; B&K 1077 television analyst,

assorted other books. Contact A. D. Bruck, Rt.
#1, Box 3 56, Cleveland, VA 24225, (703) 8895591. Send S.A.S.E. for complete list.

Good CTC 130 chassis complete with tuner -

$350.00; B&K 415 sweep/marker generator
$300.00. Original box, all excellent condition.
Contact John, (201) 432-7635.

yoke for RCA X25621EB 25.8 kV, $90.00

DMM reads current to 10A, resistance to

Pix tube push -on curcuit board, Philips p/n
483526597092, for Magnavox, Philco,
Sylvania, Philips TVs. New, in sealed enve-

20Mi2 acV & dcV new, $49.00; capacitance
digital tester, tests to 2200 Mfd, hardly used,
$45.00; VCR head for Magnavox (used on
most Magnavox VCRs), new, $19.00.
Contact Joe Oracki, 3502 E. Northern Pkwy.,
Baltimore, MD 21206, 1-(410) 254-0284.
Sencore PS29 scope, RF demodulator probe,
RCA WM54 1 A dual tracer, Sencore NP229

needlepoint. All for $500.00 or best offer.
Much more tip top shape for list. Contact Fred

Ingersoll, 6845 Lathers, Garden City, MI
48135. Send legal size S.A.S.E.

RCA service manuals (1955-1970), $6.00
each or all 3 for $15.00 plus shipping; RCA
pict-o-guide manuals, vol. 1 & 2 (1949), $5.00
for both plus shipping; Electronic Technician
magazines (1965 to 1976), $.50 each or all 41
for $18.00 plus shipping; Tab Books TV ser-

vice manuals (different makes, 1970-1972),
$3.00 each or all 13 for $30.00 plus shipping;
TV & radio tube test sockets, $1.50 each plus
shipping; Radio Amateur's Handbook (1959),
$5.00 plus shipping. Contact (412) 483-3072.
Sams

Photofacts; RCA Service Data
Consumer Electronic Products books
(1967-1978). Contact Ann Bichanich (Jays),
15 1/2 W Lake St., Chisholm, MN 55719, 1(218) 254-4421.

Sencore VA48 analyzer, $395.00; Sencore
PS163 scope, $99.00; B&K 415 sweep -marker gen., $95.00. Complete manuals and cables.

Shipping extra. Contact Val Obal, 3201 So.
73rd St., Omaha, NE 68124, (402) 393-0459.

Photofacts 188-222 & 2562033; auto radio
manuals AR19-300, $1.00 each if you take all;

Zenith test rig, 800-880, $50. Contact Keiths
Radio, Box 95, Belleville, NY 13611, (315)
846-5123.

post paid. Contact W.F. Smith, 1054 S.
Elizabeth, Kokomo, IN 46902.

lope, no longer need, $8.00. Contact W.
Krebs, P.O. Box 3765, Silverdale, WA 983833765.

Sencore/IBM electronic management software complete with all revisions and latest
upgrade multi-user version. Originally
$3500.00, will sell for $1500.00 or best offer.
Contact Marge (409) 935-3321.
Sencore instruments: SC3100, VC93, LC102,
PR57, hardly used, going out of business due
to bad health, must sell, all four instruments,

$7200.00, individually best offer. Contact
Tony Talarczyk, R 1 , Box 21, Montgomery,

Tektronix 2245A 4-ch., 100 -MHz digital

MN 56069.

readout scope w/ pouch & cover, tilt swivel
base, 4 probes including high voltage & service manual, like new, recent factory calibration, $2000.00 or best offer. Also Tektronix

VCR, camcorder, camera, combo, manufacturers service manuals, all new. Contact VTS,

CMC250 2-ch., 8 -digit 1.3 GHz multifunction
frequency counter, new condition, in original
box w/manual. $400.00 or best offer. Contact
Bruce, ( 516) 437-2277.

Inc., 3333 S. Maryland Pkwy., Ste. 8, Las

Vegas, NV 89109.

Send business -size
S.A.S.E. for complete list.

Motorola car radio service manuals, 1952 &

B&K TV equipment 1077B TV analyst, 415

1954; Riders manuals, Vol. 1-XVII; PF
Reporter magazines, 1963-1973. Contact

sweep marker generator, 1477 dual trace

Dean Daleske, 602 11 Ave., Eldora, IA 50627.

oscilloscope, 465 CRT tester, 520 transistor
tester, 283 digital multimeter, 1245 color generator, $1200.00 plus shipping. Contact Dales
TV, Rt. I , Box 236, Mountainview, MO 65548,
(417) 934-6655.

Approximately 30 Magnavox (not N.A.P.)
TV modules for older color TVs, new, in
boxes, $45.00 plus $10.00 shipping. Contact
Maurer Radio -TV Service, 29 South 4th St.,
Lebanon, PA 17042.

Set of ES&T magazines from Nov. 74 to Jan.
91 (except Jul. 89), make offer. Contact Mike

Sencore scope, SC61A (like new) with man-

Krajewski, 20 Criscoe St., Toronto, Ont.,

ual, probes, cables, $1495.00 plus UPS.

(416) 767-9014 (after 7 p.m.).

Contact Major, (913) 467-8431/3921.

ORGANIZE AND PROTECT YOUR COPIES OF

ES&T

Now there's an easy way to organized and keep copies of your favorite magazine
readily available for future reference.
These custom-made titled cases and binders are ideal to protect your valuable
copies from damage.
They're designed to hold a year's issues (may vary with issue sizes), constructed
with reinforced board and covered with durable leather like material in red, title is
hot -stamped in gold, cases are V -notched for easy access, binders have special
spring mechanism to hold individual rods which easily snap in.
Each binder is $9.95 plus $1 S & H ($2.50 outside the US).

Zenith service literature 1976 to 1993,

Mail all correspondence to:

$1000.00 plus shipping; five thousand radio
and TV tubes new in boxes, $1500.00 plus
shipping. Contact Dales TV, Rt. 1, Box 236,
Mountainview, MO 65548, (417) 934-6655.

Electronic Servicing & Technology
Jesse Jones Industries, Dept. EST
499 East Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19134
CHARGE ORDERS: (Minimum $15): AMEX, VISA, MC, DC accepted. Send card name, a. Exp. date.

Over 300 new tubes in boxes, old Sams TV
manuals (approx. 100), make offer. Contact
Nick, (717) 383-3975.

Call TOLL FREE 7 days, 24 hours 1-800-825-6690
May 1994
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''Sperry Tech's
Pricing Guide"
Updated new 6th edition ._a
framework for setting rates
apply to
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guarantees SUCCESS'

'Call Toll Free for details
1.800-228-4338
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Antique Automobile Radio

p

B & K Precision

DESOLDERING TOOL Sells for LESS at...
LECTRONIC

INSTRUMENTS
(gLLfor lowest prices
s
1 :
Circle (74) on Reply Card

We_

2n7

Wholesale Electronics, Inc.

=

FAX: 605-996-4300

ORIGINAL PARTS:
HITACHI PIONEER
GE RCA ZENITH
ORDER 800-351-2233
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68
6

PO BOX 892, CRYSTAL BEACH . FL 34681
1 (800) WE FIX AM or FAX (813) 789-0283

800/397-5960

Fluke Corporation

BC

19

800/87FLUKE

Howard Electronics

68

74

800/394-1984

International Components Corp..68

75

800/645-9154

lscet

58

Jensen Tools

45

76

800/426-1194

MICROCARE

53

77

203/585-7912

NESDA

World's Largest Range
Over 2,000 Types, Domestic & Foreign

UP TO 85% OFF

Ask tor
price list

International Components Corporation
2r k93-1500

7100115F

Y
rMeeax8eTs-6flo5a-90154 Melville.N

NewStatre51y6.-

817/921-9061

PTS Electronics

11

79

800/844-7871

Parts Express

61

78

800/338-0531

3

Platt Luggage

46

Premium Parts +

12

RS Electronics

81,82 ....800/526-9354
83,84
800/222-1555

85

800/558-9572

IBC

86

800/366-7750

49

87

800/428-7267

IFC

1

800/SENCORE

Sony Service Company

15

88

Sperry Tech

68

89

800/228-4338

Tentel

44

90

800/538-6894

Time Motion Tools

41

91

800/779-8170

5

93

800/854-2708

68

94

800/351-2233

11747
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Wavetek

Wholesale Electronics

To Order Back Issues
Send $3.50 Per Issue.

We'd like to see your company listed here too. Call Diane
Klusner at 516/681-2922 to work out an advertising
program tailored to suit your needs.

(Check,
Money Order, Discover, Mastercard,
VISA, and AMEX).

SALES OFFICE

Send All Correspondence To:

CO Communications
76 North Broadway
Hicksville, NY 11801
Or Call 516-681-2922

PHONE (516) 681-2922
FAX (516) 681-2926

FAX 516-681-2926
68

817/921-9101

12,41

Sencore

TUBES -TUBES TUBES

71,72 ....312/889-1448
73

Sams, Howard & Company
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800/WE FIX AM

47

NEW AUTO RADIO VIBRATORS PLUS

FREE CATALOG!
ANTIQUE AUTOMOBILE RADIO

70

Electronic Servicing & Technology

Advertiser
Hotline

Den -On Instruments

Philips ECG
6/12 VOLT POWER INVERTERS. FM CONVERTERS,
TRANSFORMERS, DIAL GLASS, MORE'
If you're repairing older car radios YOU NEED OUR

Reader
Service
Number

May 1994

PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC
Batteries

Superior Electric

Duracell
Johnson Controls
Eveready
Philips ECG
Powersonic
Rayovac

Capacitors/Filters
Cornell Dubilier
Dale
Mallory
NIC Components
Nichicon
Schurter
Tusonix

Sensors

Solder & Equipment
American Beauty
CooperTools:

Static Control

Luxo
Sylvania GTE

Terminal Blocks

Agastat
Alcoswitch
Aromat
Crydom
Guardian Electric
Hamlin
Magnecraft/MSD
Philips ECG
Potter & Brumfield
Struthers-Dunn/MSD

Wire/CableiTubing
Alpha
Amphenol Spectra -Strip
Belden
Carol
Dearborn
Watlow Gordon

Terminals
AMP
3M

Panduit
Thomas & Betts

Wiring Accessories

Test Equipment

Resistive Products

Brady
Dennison
Leviton
3M
Panduit
Thomas & Betts

Amprobe

Allen Bradley
Bourns
CKE
Clarostat
Dale
NIC Components
Nytronics

EBM
Papst

Video/Audio
Atlas Sound
Bogen
Electro-Voice
Philips ECG
Reim
Ouam
Shure
University Sound

AMP
Augat RDI
Beau Products
Cinch
USD
Weidmuller

Relays & Timers

Comair Rotron

UPS & Voltage Control
Deltec
Sole Electric
Superior Electric
Tripp Lite
Waber

Micro Switch
Schurter
Switchcraft

Acme (Standard Power)
Power General
Power One
Sole Electric
Wall

Fans/Blowers/Motors

Richardson (National)
Video Display Corp.

ITW
McGill

Power Supplies

Displays/Optoelectronics

Tubes

Switches
Alcoswilch
AMP
Aromat
C&K
Carlingswitch
Cherry
Dialight
EECO
Grayhill
Hamlin

Lamps & Lighting

Chicago Miniature
Daktronics
Dale
Dialight
Industrial Devices
Optrex

Stancor
Superior Electric

3M

Chicago Miniature Lamp
Dialight
General Electric Lighting
Industrial Devices

Dale
Statek

Transformers
Dale
Staco

Charleswater

Cherry
Honeywell
Preh

Crystals/Oscillators

3M
Paladin
Platt

tinge'
Weller
Denon Instruments
Multicore
OK Industries

Keyboards

Weld/miller

CooperTools:
Bonney
Diamond
Erem
Ungar
Utica
Xcelite
GC Thorsen
Greenlee Tools
Ideal
Leviton

Micro Switch

Inductors

AMP
Amphenol
Amphenol Spectra -Strip
Augat
Augat RDI
Beau Products
Cinch
ERNI Components
Johnson, E. F.
3M Elect. Specialty Prod.
Molex
Mueller
Neutrik
Panduit
Pomona
Potter & Brumfield
Preh
Scanbe
Schurter
Switchcraft
Thomas & Betts
USD
Vector
Waldom

Tools

Diodes, nc,
International Rectifier
Philips ECG

Dale
Jeffers
Miller, J.W.
Nytronics

Connectors/Sockets

Thermisters
Dale

Semiconductors

Hardware

Thermalloy
Wakefield

GC Thorsen
Multicore
Tech Spray

11101..V._

Security Equipment

Heat Sinks

Chemicals

Simpson
Tektronix
Triplett

Vamisto

Burle

Alcoswitch
GC Thorsen
Johnson, E. F.
Keystone
Mueller
Panduit
Pomona
Scanbe

Pac-Tec

PRO -LINE

VRN

Bussmann
Carlingswitch
Littelfuse
Potter & Brumfield

Cabinets/Racks/Enclosures

ELECTRICAL

Ohmite
Spectrol

Fuses/Circuit Breakers

Bud

&

B

K

Biddle
Fluke
Huntron
Leader
Philips ECG
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RS ELECTRONICS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
34443 Schoolcraft
Livonia, MI 48153
(313) 525-1155 FAX (313) 525-1184
1-800-366-7750

GRAND RAPIDS OFFICE
3645 Linden Ave., Bldg. 3, St rte 203
Grand Rapids, MI 49548
(616) 241-3483 FAX (616) 2-1-3487
1-800-776-1155

INDIANAPOLIS OFFICE
3465 Keystone Crossing, Suite 115
Indianapolis, IN 46240
(317) 253-9065 FAX (317) 253-9451
1-800-488-9065
ST. LOUIS OFFICE
2555 Metro Boulevard
Maryland Hts., MO 63043
(314) 997-7709
1-800-325-4806
FAX (314) 997-7317

FLINT OFFICE
2442 E. Maple Ave.
Flint, MI 48507
(313) 742-5000 FAX (313) 742-1511
1-800-726-4556

ATLANTA OFFICE
188-A Beaver Ridge Circle
Norcross, GA 30071
(404 242-0520 FAX (404) 242-0346
1-80-776-5284
VSAS CITY OFFICE
84C5 Metcalf, Suite 303
Overland Park, KS 66202
1913) 362-1923
- -8 )0-251-0067
FAX (913) 362-1526

TOLEDO OFFICE
1715 Indian Wood Circle, Suite 110
Maumee, OH 43537
(419) 893-0721 FAX (419) 893-6042
1-800-472-3231

HUNTSVILLE OFFICE
555 Sparkman Dr. #1606
Huntsville, AL 35816
(205) 721-9999 FAX (205) 721-9660
1-800-859-5859

NEV YORK OFFICE
295 Oser Ave.
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516; 231-3313
1-300-433-8952
FAX (516) 231-6372

DISTRIBUTING OVER 200 LINES SINCE 1929

There are copies and then there are
originals. Only Fluke meters - the original
and most copied DMMs in the world - deliver

the safety, quality and value they promise.

They're built tough enough to achieve
C.S.A. and U.L. listings, not to mention the

considerable on-the-job punishment they
endure. Each meter is loaded with features, of

course. But those features are also designed

to work together intelligently, so your job is
easier. Faster. And safer.

If you're going to spend your hard-earned

money on a multimeter, why buy an inferior

copy when you can own an original? See

Fluke's full line of handneld meters and
accessories at your local distributor; or call

ORIGINALS
1-800-87 FLUKE for the name and number.

FLUKE 87 TRUE Mt' MILT:METER
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FLUKE®
© Copyright 1993 John Fluke Mfg Co., inc. P.O. Boo 9090 M/S 250E Everett. WA 98206 U.S.: 206-356-5400
Canada: 416-890-7600 Other Countries: 206-356-5500 AU rights reserved. Ac no. 00381
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